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ABSTRACTRVSAO is a set of programs to obtain redshifts and radial velocities from digitalspectra. RVSAO operates in the IRAF(Tody 1986, 1993) environment. The heart ofthe system is xcsao, which implements the cross-correlation method, and is a directdescendant of the system built by Tonry and Davis (1979). emsao uses intelligentheuristics to search for emission lines in spectra, then �ts them to obtain a redshift.sumspec shifts and sums spectra to build templates for cross-correlation. linespecbuilds synthetic spectra given a list of spectral lines. bcvcorr corrects velocities for themotion of the earth. We discuss in detail the parameters necessary to run xcsao andemsao properly.We discuss the reliability and error associated with xcsao derived redshifts. Wedevelop an internal error estimator, and we show how large, stable surveys can be usedto develop more accurate error estimators.We develop a new methodology for building spectral templates for galaxy redshifts,using the new templates for the FAST spectrograph (Fabricant, et al, 1998) as an ex-ample. We show how to obtain correlation velocities using emission line templates.Emission line correlations are substantially more e�cient than the previous standardtechnique, automated emission line �tting.Using this machinery the blunder rate for redshift measurements can be kept nearzero; the automation rate for FAST spectra is �95%.We use emsao to measure the instrumental zero point o�set and instrumental sta-bility of the Z-Machine and FAST spectrographs.We compare the use of RVSAO with new methods, which use Singular Value Decom-position and �2 �tting techniques, and conclude that the methods we use are either equalor superior. We show that a two-dimensional spectral classi�cation of galaxy spectra canbe developed using our emission and absorption line templates as physically orthogonalbasis vectors.Subject headings: methods: data analysistechniques: radial velocitiesinstrumentation: spectrographs 1



1. IntroductionRadial velocities are, along with position and bright-ness, among the fundamental measured values of as-tronomy. Recent technical advances are substantiallyincreasing our ability to aquire radial velocity data;in the decade of the 1990's the rate at which radialvelocity measurements are taken will increase by twoor three orders of magnitude. Substantial e�ort is re-quired for these data to be reduced and analyzed inan accurate and timely fashion; here we describe thecurrent reduction methods which we have developedfor use by the Center for Astrophysics radial velocityand redshift programs, as well as by others.Doppler (1841) understood that radial velocitieswould a�ect the color of stars (by analogy with thepitch of sound); Fizeau (1848, 1870) �rst recognizedthat this would mean a shift in the position of theFraunhofer lines. Huggins (1868) made the �rst (vi-sual) attempt (in 1862) to observe the shifts. Vogel(1892) made the �rst accurate photographic measure-ments, and established most of the procedures neces-sary to calibrate and reduce the measurements of linepositions to radial velocities.Correlation methods for obtaining radial velocitieswere �rst suggested by Fellgett (1953), who was inu-enced by radar studies during World War II. Gri�n(1967) was the �rst to implement these techniques.Note that Gri�n credits Evershed (1913) with in-venting the basic technique; Gri�n further notes thatBabcock (1955) had already built a similar instru-ment. Gri�n's instrument performed analog corre-lations by physically shifting a template spectrum inthe focal plane of the spectrograph, a technique whichis still in heavy use today (e.g. Baranne, et al, 1979).Digital power spectrum techniques for the estima-tion of lag have long been known (e.g. Blackman andTukey, 1958, and references therein). Their use �rstbecame practical with the advent of digital detectors,fast digital computers, and the FFT algorithm (Coo-ley and Tukey, 1965).Simkin (1974) �rst showed how Fourier techniquescould be used to obtain radial velocities and veloc-ity dispersions from digital spectra. Several groupsused power spectrum techniques to obtain velocitydispersions (see Sargent, et al 1977, and referencestherein) and obtained velocities as a byproduct oftheir analysis, but apparently the �rst use of digi-tal cross-correlation speci�cally to obtain radial ve-locities was by Lacy (1977) who did not use Fourier

techniques, but used direct convolution with a digitalmask, emulating Gri�n's (1967) analog technique.Tonry and Davis (1979; hereafter TD79) studiedthe use of power spectrum techniques to obtain red-shifts from digital spectra, and demonstrated the ef-fectiveness of the method. TD79 invented the r statis-tic, which can be calibrated to give both the con�-dence and error of a measurement. The techniquesand software described here are directly descendedfrom the TD79 system; in September 1990 radial ve-locity reductions at the CfA were moved from the oldData General Nova computer where the TD79 systemresided onto a Unix workstation and the IRAF (Tody,1986, 1993) environment.We began with the IRAF task XCOR by G. Krissand routines from TD79, translated into Fortran byJ. Tonry (Tonry and Wyatt 1988); these were ex-tensively modi�ed, and resulted in xcsao version 1.0(Kurtz, et al, 1992; Paper 1). Additionally we usedalgorithms from the REDUCE/INTERACT system(Maker et al., 1982), as modi�ed by J. Thorstensen.The emission line �nding programs had a somewhatdi�erent history. When the radial velocity reduc-tions were moved from the Novas onto Unix the emis-sion line programs were implemented as stand-aloneC programs translated from the FORTH of TD79 byW. Wyatt; work began in 1991 on a new IRAF task,resulting in emsao (Mink and Wyatt, 1995).The software described here has been used ex-tensively; examples include the redshift surveys ofHuchra, et al (1995); da Costa, et al (1994), Shect-man, et al (LCRS:1996), Vettolani, et al (1997), andGeller, et al (1997). Stellar use revolves around theCfA Digital Speedometry program (Latham, 1985)and its many projects and collaborations. Latham(1992) lists several of these projects.Nordstr�om, et al (1994) have described the tech-niques used by the CfA stellar group in detail; wewill concentrate on issues related to galaxy redshifts,although some stellar data will be used in section 3on error. We will conform to the convention that usersettable parameters will be in italics, PARAMETERSin the SPECTRUM HEADER will be in CAPITALS,and IRAF tasknames will be in lowercase bold.Extensive on-line documentation, help �les, and ex-amples, as well as the source code and executablescan be found at http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/.
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2. Practical use of xcsaoxcsao is the heart of the RVSAO system. In thissection we give an overview of the correlation system.We point out critical features which investigators needto consider when setting up the reductions for a newproject, to maximize the e�ciency of measurement,and minimize systematic errors. The RVSAO systemconsists of several IRAF tasks, including xcsao, thealgorithmic details of each of them are described inappendix A.2.1. spectrum preparationTokarz and Roll (1997) discuss the steps we taketo obtain 1-D wavelength calibrated spectra suitablefor redshift measurements. Once the 1-D spectra arein hand it is necessary to tell xcsao the wavelengthrange over which the data are good, using the param-eters st lambda and end lambda. Depending on thedetails of the instrumental set up substantial addi-tional error can occur if these parameters are not set,or are set incorrectly. For example, if a substantialportion of the spectrum is from a region of the de-tector with little or no sensitivity, or is from a regionof the spectrum with poor sky subtraction and strongnight sky lines, the �nal redshift will be compromised.2.2. continuum and emission line suppres-sionFor all spectra the continuum must be removed;contpars (see section A.5) performs these tasks here,and was only slightly modi�ed from the IRAF ONED-SPEC continuum package, as implemented in theRV package (Fitzpatrick 1993).The continuum can be subtracted or divided out.Subtraction preserves the correct relative amplitudesfor the lines in the data, and thus the correct signal tonoise behavior in the cross-correlation. Division pre-serves the correct equivalent widths of the lines, andthus the correct parameterization of the spectrum.For spectral classi�cation studies division is preferred(Kurtz, 1982); for radial velocity measurements sub-traction is superior. Division by the continuum re-sults in ampli�ed noise in the blue part (the low S/Npart) of the spectrum. For moderate S/N spectra,typical of FAST, the di�erence between the two tech-niques is small, but subtraction shows smaller redshiftresiduals by about 25% ; while for very high S/N spec-tra on FAST, typical of our calibration spectra, thedivision method gives slightly smaller residuals.

In normal use of xcsao only continuum subtractionis allowed, but if the parameter DIVCONT is set true(T) in the template spectrum header the continua ofboth the object and template spectra will be dividedout.Many galaxy spectra show both emission and ab-sorption lines; in general the redshifts derived fromthe emission lines will be di�erent from the absorp-tion line velocities. To obtain a correlation velocityfrom an absorption line template for a spectrum withstrong emission lines it is necessary to suppress theemission lines; �gure 1 shows a typical spectrum andits correlation function with one of our standard ab-sorption templates suppressing the emission lines andwithout suppressing them, the bottom panel showsthe spectrum, smoothed and with the lines marked.The reduction with emission line suppression pro-duces a believable redshift, with an r (TD79) valueof 4.50, the reduction without it, where the r value is1.88, does not.Removing emission lines before correlating with anabsorption line template was a routine feature of theTD79 software; in xcsao we have extended and gen-eralized the procedure. Both emission and absorptionlines may now be removed, and the process may becontrolled by keywords in the template header. Be-cause we now obtain emission line velocities using cor-relation methods (section 4.1), the same emission linesuppression cannot be used for every template.For routine redshift reductions at the CfA we usea subset of the xcsao capabilities, with emission linesreplaced by the continuum when we correlate againstan absorption line template, and the absorption linesreplaced by the continuum when we correlate againstan emission line template. The exact parameters usedare stored in each template, normally two sigma vari-ations above(below) the continuum are su�cient toremove emission(absorption) lines, with the numberof iterations and growing parameter as set in cont-pars(section A.5).The emission(absorption) line suppression is con-trolled by the parameters s emchop (t emchop) for theobject (template) spectra. Other parameters are usedas well, and when control is given to the template orobject spectrum header the interactions can be com-plex. They are more fully described in section A.1.In addition xcsao permits the user to replace spe-ci�c regions of the spectrum with a simple linear ap-proximation to the continuum. This feature is typi-3



Fig. 1.| The e�ect of emission line suppression onabsorption line correlation redshifts. The upper panelshows the observed spectrum; the next panel downshows the correlation function with an absorption linetemplate after emission line clipping; the next downshows the correlation function when the emission linesare not clipped; the bottom panel shows the observedspectrum after smoothing, and with the main linesmarked.cally used to prevent poor subtraction of the brightnight sky lines from compromising the results.2.3. apodization, zero padding, Fourier �l-teringOnce the continuum has been removed the spec-tra are apodized, zero padded, and bandpass �ltered.Each of these operations has a substantial e�ect onthe �nal results.Apodization is the simplest; essentially the goal isto remove any ringing in the Fourier transform, byforcing the ends of the spectrum smoothly to zero,while suppressing as little of the actual data as possi-ble. Our apodization is performed by a cosine taperfunction, which begins a symmetric set percentage ofthe spectrum from the ends. For both FAST spec-tra and the earlier Z-Machine (Latham, 1982) spectra0.05 is a reasonable value, i.e. the taper begins 5%

from the ends (section A.1).Zero padding the spectrum is intended to removeany artifacts caused by computation of the correla-tions in Fourier space, thus using a circular convolu-tion. The primary artifact which the zero paddingremoves is the confusion of H� with OII3727 dueto the wrap around of the convolution. The zeropadding has two side e�ects which must be consid-ered. First, the relation of the TD79 r statistic witherror is changed, although the actual calculated errorremains correct (section 3). Second, the envelope ofnoise uctuations of the correlation function, whichis at in the non-zero padded case, is, in the zeropadded case, a symmetric linear function of the num-ber of overlapping non-zero pixels, and is maximumat the redshift of the template spectrum. For the caseof low S/N spectra where the redshift is substantiallydi�erent from the template's redshift this structurein the noise can result in the wrong correlation peakbeing chosen. Zero padding can be controlled via theparameter �le, or the template header. We only zeropad spectra when correlating against the emission linetemplate.The design of the Fourier bandpass �lter is criti-cal to the optimal measurement of redshifts. As withthe apodization we use a cosine taper to suppress theends of the (in this case) Fourier spectrum. Severalother �lter techniques were tried (e.g. Oppenheimand Schafer, 1975) but no di�erence was seen for anyreasonable choice of taper function (a sharp cuto� isnot reasonable because of Gibbs ringing). In addi-tion we tested a spectral weighting function shownby Hassab and Boucher (1979) to produce the maxi-mum likelihood estimator for the lag (radial velocity)in the limit of in�nitely wide spectra; this weightingfunction had no positive e�ect on our results, and wehave not implemented it.Removing high spatial frequency information, viaa high-stop Fourier �lter, is intended to increase theS/N by removing information which contains morenoise than signal. The design question is where toset the high frequency turno�; the method we useis to examine sets of high S/N calibration spectra,e.g. our nightly exposures of NGC4486b. We cor-relate each of these against the best match template(in this case NGC7331), using a high pass Fourier�lter which �lters out ALL the low frequency infor-mation, leaving only the high frequency noise. If theturn-on frequency is set too high, the correlations allgive an incorrect redshift; if the turn-on frequency is4



set too low, all correlations give the correct redshift.We choose the turn-on frequency where half the red-shifts are correct and half incorrect, and set this turn-on-frequency to the turn-o� frequency for our high-stop �lter. This procedure gives a turn-o� frequencyapproximately equal to that obtained by the \opti-mal �lter" method of Brault and White (1971) whichchooses that point where the power of the signal istwice that of the photon noise. This frequency is lessthan half that which corresponds to the projected slitwidth of the FAST.The high-stop �lter is only used for absorption linespectra. For emission line spectra the redshifts areseriously degraded if the high spatial frequencies areremoved from the data. The key word FI-FLAG inthe template header controls the implementation ofthe high-stop �lter. In addition, as it is possible topre-�lter the templates, to save unnecessary comput-ing, this ag also controls whether and how to �lterthe templates. Figure A31 shows all the possibilities.Removing low spatial frequency information, viaa low-stop Fourier �lter, is intended to remove anyresidual large-scale systematics which remain follow-ing the continuum suppression. Essentially this canbe viewed as a second continuum removal, equiva-lent to the continuum removal technique of LaSalaand Kurtz (1985), thus giving what Kurtz and LaSala(1991) call a \reattened" spectrum.The design question is where to put the low fre-quency turn-on point. The di�culty with making thisdecision is that there is no point where excluding allinformation with higher spatial frequencies does notresult in a redshift (i.e. even the lowest spatial fre-quencies still contain accurate redshift information),and there is no reasonable point where suppressingmore low frequency information does not result inlower residuals for high S/N sets of spectra, such asour set of NGC4486b spectra.We therefore set the low frequency turn-on pointby a simple heuristic. We estimate the scale in wave-length of the broadest spectral feature useful in esti-mating a redshift, in the case of FAST galaxy spec-tra this is the change in the slope of the contin-uum around the CaII H+K lines, and we suppressthose spatial frequencies which correspond to twicethis scale, or greater.The remaining design decision for the Fourier �l-ter is the width of the turn-on and turn-o� ramps.It may be expected that this is only important at

the low frequency turn-on point, as the power thereis typically two orders of magnitude above the highfrequency turn-o� point. The problem is that if theturn-on is too sharp, Gibbs ringing will be introducedinto the data. A full turn-on width of 1.5% of thewidth of the power spectrum is su�cient to amelio-rate this e�ect.The exact �lter implemented, especially the exactimplementation of the low-stop �lter, a�ects the re-sulting redshifts, their errors, and the relation of theTD79 r statistic with their errors. For example, forthe set of NGC4486b spectra, the mean redshift ob-tained using only the lowest spatial frequencies whichwe include in our standard �lter di�ers from the meanredshift obtained by only using the highest includedspatial frequencies by 61km=s, and di�erent reason-able choices for the Fourier �lter can give redshiftswhich di�er in the mean by 10km=s. These di�er-ences may be compared with a typical variation aboutthe mean of 15km=s(1�). The sign and amplitudeof this e�ect changes with each object-template pair,NGC4486b vs. NGC7331 is a typical result. In ad-dition the relation of the TD79 r statistic with errordepends on the �lter (section 3).2.4. cross-correlation, rebinning, and red-shift evaluationThe cross correlation is the normal product of theFourier transform of the object spectrum with theconjugate of the transform of the template spectrum,as described in TD79.The object spectrum and the template spectraneed to be pairwise rebinned to have a common dis-persion. The number of bins nbins is set by the userand must be a power of two; we recommend that nbinsalways be larger than the number of observed pixels.The spectral region rebinned is set to obtain the max-imum overlap between the template spectrum and theportion of the object spectrum between st lambda andend lambda in the rest frame. On the �rst pass therest frame is determined by a user guess to the red-shift (czguess), or from a previous reduction (sectionA.1). On subsequent passes (if nzpass>0) the restframe is determined from the redshift obtained in theprevious pass. We recommend that czguess be set tothe approximate redshift expected (normally a betterguess than zero), and nzpass=2.Next the correlation peak is determined and �t(section A.1). The type of �t (pkmode) has little e�ect5



on the result, but the amount of the peak which is �t,pkfrac, is critical. The �t is performed from the top ofthe peak down to where the peak is pkfrac of the max-imum, thus more of the peak is �t if pkfrac=0.5 thanif pkfrac=0.7. Because of side-lobes in the correlationfunction due to the proximity of NII to H�, emissionline correlation peaks cannot be �t as far down thepeak as absorption line correlations. The templateheader parameter PEAKFRAC overrides pkfrac on atemplate by template basis; we use this to set the �tparameters for the emission line templates.3. Error AnalysisThere are three main questions concerning the out-put of xcsao: are the results reliable, can the processbe automated? what is the size and nature (randomor systematic) of the error? and, does what is mea-sured correspond to the physical property the inves-tigator wants to measure?3.1. reliabilityTo answer the �rst two of these questions we usea dataset designed for this purpose; it contains 626pairs of spectra observed with the FAST spectrographbetween 1994 and 1996. Each pair consists of twoindependent observations of the same object; abouthalf of these were observed to calibrate the velocityerrors for the 15R survey (Geller, et al. 1998), andabout half are spectra which were below the qualitystandard, and required a second integration (thesewould be summed in our normal reductions, but nothere). All these spectra have been subjected to ournormal processing (Tokarz and Roll, 1996), and thushave had most of the cosmic rays removed by a laborintensive process.As discussed by TD79, the r statistic can be cal-ibrated as a con�dence measure. We prefer to cali-brate it empirically, rather than use the prescriptionin TD79. Figure 2 shows the results of correlatingeach of the 1252 spectra against each of two tem-plates. Plotted are the absolute value of the veloc-ity di�erence between the two observations versus theminimum r value for each pair. Each pair appears onthe graph twice. The open circles are measurementsusing the NGC7331 template, and the �lled trianglesuse an emission line template, emtemp.Figure 2 shows two groupings, those with theabsolute velocity di�erence �v <� 300km=s; whichwe will assume are reliable observations (di�erences

Fig. 2.| The blunder diagram, see text for discussionThe thick dotted lines are at r = 3, and velocity dif-ferences of 300 km=s; the thin dashed line is at r = 2;both axes are on a log scale.<� 300km=s are consistent with the expected ran-dom errors), and those where the velocity di�erenceis greater, which we will assume unreliable. For themoment we will adopt an r value of 3.0 (rmin), abovewhich we expect the velocity determination to be re-liable. This is lower than is typically used for FASTreductions.We would then expect no points in the upper rightquadrant of the plot, where r > rmin, and the �v >300 km=s; however there are, 15 points in what wewill call the \blunder" region.We will examine each point to determine whichrules would catch the blunders in a fully automatedreduction. The two nearly co-incident circles (cir-cles are reductions with the NGC7331 template) atr � 3:2 and velocity di�erence about 50000km=s areboth objects with strong emission lines. It is knownthat the NGC7331 template systematically returnsvelocities of 49000km=s for some emission line ob-jects, so along with the high r value emission linevelocity these measures could be discarded automat-ically. The circle at r � 3:1;�v � 18000km=s isalso an object with strong emission lines. A simplerule which requires that spectra with discordant, butotherwise valid velocities be checked manually wouldcatch this, but the reduction could not be fully auto-6



matic.The four triangles (triangles are the emission linetemplate) between r � 3:2 and r � 4:2 having a�v � 948km=s all have good absorption line veloci-ties, and would be caught by the rule of discordance.They would be caught by another rule, however, onewhich does not require that the absorption line veloc-ity be \good;" they are all spectra where NII 6583�A isstronger than H�, and the di�erence with the absorp-tion line templates is about 948km=s. We adopt therule that all emission line velocities which di�er froman absorption line velocity (even if one with a low rvalue) by about 948km=s must be checked manually.The circle near r � 4:5 and �v � 350km=s is prob-ably not a real blunder. Examination of the POSSprints shows that the object has two nucleii with 400separation. We assume that the velocity di�erence isreal, and that the two observations of this object eachcorrespond to a di�erent nucleus.All of the seven remaining objects in the \blunder"region of the plot are emission line velocities. One hasthe night sky line at 5577�A mistaken for OII 5007�A;we can eliminate this error by either turning the bad-lines removal feature on to replace the region around5577�A with the continuum, or by adopting the rulethat all emission line redshifts near 34152km=s be ex-amined manually.The remaining six are all spectra contaminated bycosmic rays. Five of these would be tagged by therule of discordance, and the sixth has an absorptionline r value of 2.77, so it would be tagged by only aslightly more stringent rule of discordance; it cannotbe assumed, however, that the cosmic ray problemcan be solved by looking for absorption lines. Wetherefore require that emission line redshifts must allbe checked using emsao (section A.2), and that atleast four lines must be found which correspond tothe correlation velocity, and at least two must be �t;\blunders" are made when only three lines are found,or only one line is �t. Using that criterion all sixspectra would be tagged for visual inspection as wellas 30 of the 178 emission line velocities (r > 3) whichdo not have a con�rming absorption line velocity withr > 3.For the 610 objects (of 626 total objects observed)where at least one of the two di�erent template re-ductions gave a result with r > 3, xcsao yielded thecorrect result with no further problem for 595. Of theremaining 15 spectra 12 are easily discovered because

two valid redshift measures disagree; one is probablycaused by source confusion on the sky, and two arefound by emsao.Looking at �gure 2, it is clear that many spectrawhere 2 < r < 3 do indeed give the correct redshift.Of the 16 objects which have neither emission norabsorption reduction with r > 3 four have both emis-sion and absorption redshifts equal (within normal er-rors) and could be accepted (we do not currently dothis). Also 66 spectra where the emission line r valueis > 3 have con�rming absorption line velocities with2 < r < 3; if these are assumed correct (which we alsodo not currently do), then the number of emission linespectra which must be visually inspected after emsaowould drop from 30 to 19. This would bring the totalnumber which require visual inspection to 31, or 5%. With the aid of emsao for quality control, and par-tial manual reduction of 31 spectra, xcsao obtainedthe correct redshift for all 614 objects which yieldedredshifts, save for the one object which was probablyan observational error.A second experiment was made using 8606 emis-sion line spectra from the Z-Machine archive, whichhad r values with the emission line template above3. The results of the correlation with the emissionline template were compared with the stored redshiftin the archive, which was obtained by manually �t-ting the emission lines with a precursor program toemsao. After sifting the results using rules like thosedescribed above �fteen spectra (0.2% ) had the wrongredshift; essentially all these spectra were the victimsof very poor sky subtraction. This may be comparedwith the twenty-four spectra where the redshifts wereincorrectly listed in the archive. The Z-Machine spec-tra were substantially noisier than the FAST spectra;nearly 15% failed the sifting and would have had tobe manually reduced.Used carefully the RVSAO suite provides redshiftswith a very low blunder rate. The automation rateobtainable with RVSAO is strongly a�ected by theS/N of the observations. Absorption line objects mustbe observed long enough to have a fully reliable ab-sorption correlation velocity (we currently use r >� 4,which is conservative) or a con�rming weak emissionvelocity. Emission line spectra must have a con�rm-ing weak absorption redshift, or be based on at leastfour lines, and at least two of the four must be �t byemsao (section 4.1).7



3.2. error estimationBesides estimating the redshift of a spectrum xc-sao also estimates the error in the redshift. Theerror estimator can be derived analytically follow-ing the discussion in section III.c.i of TD79 with theadditional assumption of sinusoidal noise, with thehalfwidth of the sinusoid equal to the halfwidth ofthe correlation peak. The derived error estimator is:error = 38 w(1 + r)where error is the error in a single velocity mea-surement by xcsao, w is the FWHM of the correlationpeak, and r is as de�ned in TD79.While the assumption of sinusoidal noise withhalfwidth equal to the correlation peak's halfwidth isreasonable, there is no compelling argument for thisassumption. Therefore it is necessary to demonstratethe e�ectiveness of the approximation by experiment.We will use four datasets to examine the behaviorof the error estimator: the 610 duplicates describedabove; the 8606 Z-Machine emission line spectra de-scribed above; 7810 synthetic spectra, each identicallyPoisson sampled from a 45�A section of a model atmo-sphere for a 5500K dwarf star (Kurucz, 1992), takenfrom the set of synthetic stellar templates used bythe CfA digital speedometry program (Morse, et al1991; Nordstr�om, et al 1994); 50000 synthetic spec-tra, using the same 5500K dwarf star template, eachwith a di�erent number of simulated photons (we con-�ne ourselves to using the 49880 spectra which, whencorrelated against the synthetic template, achievedr > 3).First we will look at the set of duplicate spectra.We will limit ourselves to cases where both reductionshave r values > 3:5. This is 400 � 15 spectra forthe two absorption line combinations, and 297 for theemission line comparison.Figure 3 shows a typical result. The solid lineshows a histogram of the absolute values of the di�er-ences between two observations of the same object,both reduced in the same way using the NGC7331template, and divided by the sum in quadrature ofthe errors calculated by xcsao for the reductions. Thedotted histogram is the expected Gaussian distribu-tion; it is clearly broader than the data. xcsao over-estimated the error by � 20% .Figure 4 is similar to Figure 3. Here the ztemptemplate was used on the FAST data; ztemp is a

Fig. 3.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the fn7331temp template,divided by the xcsao error estimate. The dotted his-togram is the expected Gaussian distribution.combination of bright galaxy spectra taken with theZ-Machine, and in use at the CfA since the days ofTD79. ztemp has a restricted wavelength coverage(�� 4500{6200 �A) compared with the FAST spectra,has a di�erent resolution, and has di�erent residualsystematics. In Figure 4 the (dotted) Gaussian is nar-rower than the (solid) data. xcsao underestimatedthe error by � 20% .Figure 5 shows a similar set of histograms for theemission line template, emtemp. emtemp is a syn-thetic spectrum made before the creation of the line-spec task (section A.3) to match FAST emission linegalaxy spectra. Here the solid line which representsthe data cannot be transformed to match the dottedline expected histogram by any multiplicative process(1.2 would be the best multiplicative factor); it wouldstill have more power in the tail. Adding 15 km=s inquadrature helps remove power from the tail.TD79, while giving a procedure to calculate the er-ror, suggest that in practice the error be calculatedby calibrating k in the equation error = k=(1 + r)using external comparisons. Paper 1 reiterates thissuggestion, noting that the measurement of w has er-ror, but when all reduction parameters remain �xed,8



Fig. 4.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the ztemp template, di-vided by the xcsao error estimate. The dotted his-togram is the expected Gaussian.

Fig. 5.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the emtemp template, di-vided by the xcsao error estimate. The dotted his-togram is the expected Gaussian.

Fig. 6.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the fn7331temp template,divided by the k=(1 + r) error estimate. The dottedhistogram is the expected Gaussian.w is essentially constant. Figure II of Paper 1 showsthe e�ect of changing one of the reduction parameters(the low frequency roll o� of the Fourier �lter), whichsubstantially changes the relation of (1 + r) to error,while w scales correctly so that 3w8(1+r) still tracks theerror.Given a set of duplicate observations the constantk can be determined by internal comparisons. Theprocedure is simply to vary k until the expected dif-ferences histogram matches the measured one. Forthe present case we obtain kNGC7331 = 315km=s,kztemp = 285km=s, and kemtemp = 245km=s. Fig-ures 6, 7, and 8 show the distributions compared withthe expected Gaussians; as expected, in all cases the�t is better than with the unmodi�ed xcsao errors.For large observing programs with stable reductionprocedures, we recommend using calibrated k=(1+ r)relations to estimate the error.The duplicate spectra, as is typical of redshift sur-vey data, do not show a very large range of S/N, orr value. This is due to the fact that one normallyobserves long enough to get a desired S/N, and nolonger. If we continue to restrict the duplicate pairsto those where both spectra achieved r > 3:5 (still9



Fig. 7.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the ztemp template, di-vided by the k=(1 + r) error estimate. The dottedhistogram is the expected Gaussian.

Fig. 8.| The solid histogram is the distribution ofvelocity di�erences for duplicate observations of thesame object, reduced with the emtemp template, di-vided by the k=(1 + r) error estimate. The dottedhistogram is the expected Gaussian.

Fig. 9.| Residuals in �t to Gaussian error distribu-tion for pairs reduced with the emtemp template. Thecontours represent lines of equal residual, position inthe x,y space represents admixtures of the statisticaland systematic error models; see text.lower than is normally required for a FAST redshift)then it is not possible here to use the goodness of �tto a Gaussian to prove that the error calculated byusing 1+r is any better than a constant error, for eachtemplate. If the error were dominated by systemat-ics one would expect the error to be approximatelyconstant.We de�ne a measure of errore =sk2systematic + k2statistical(1 + r1)2 + k2statistical(1 + r2)2. We then vary the values of ksystematic and kstatisticaland calculate the residuals of the �ts to a Gaussian.Note that ksystematic is p2 times the error in a sin-gle measurement. Figure 9 shows the results for theduplicate pairs reduced with emtemp. The contoursrepresent lines of equal residuals in the �t to a Gaus-sian, in the (kstatistical; ksystematic) space. The outercontour is 20% larger than the inner contour. Clearlyeither a fully systematic or a fully statistical error isconsistent with the data.Figure 10 shows the same diagram for the N7331template. The inner contour level here represents anabsolute error half that of emtemp, and the outer level10



Fig. 10.| Residuals in �t to Gaussian error distri-bution for pairs reduced with the fn7331temp tem-plate. The contours represent lines of equal residual,position in the x,y space represents admixtures of thestatistical and systematic error models; see text.is 33% larger than the inner level. Also here one can-not rule out either a fully systematic or a fully statis-tical error.In many cases it is not possible to reduce hun-dreds of duplicate measurements using exactly thesame reduction procedures to obtain an improved er-ror estimator; in these cases the xcsao error estima-tor is a reasonable choice. The 20% systematic de-viations for the two absorption line galaxy templatesare the largest we have seen, although Quintana, etal. (1996) suggest that for their data the error is un-derestimated by � 30%, by comparison with externalmeasurements. While the xcsao error estimator dif-fers systematically from the true error for a particularcombination of instrumental set-up, reduction proce-dure, and template we have not seen any trend forthis to be a systematic over or under estimate.While the 8606 Z-Machine emission line spectracannot be used to calibrate the error estimator, asto �rst order we are just comparing the di�erencesin two di�erent methods of �tting H� in the samespectrum, we can use them to look at any di�erencesin zero point, as a function of the �tting method. Themean di�erence between the correlation velocity andthe velocity obtained by the semi-automated line�ts

Fig. 11.| The synthetic 5500K spectra. Above is thetemplate spectrum(Kurucz, 1992), in the middle is atypical poisson sampled spectrum, and below is thesame spectrum smoothed.is 0:56km=s� :16.The 7810 synthetic spectra are each correlatedagainst the template from which they were identicallyrandomly Poisson sampled; thus there is no spec-tral type di�erence adding to the errors. Figure 11shows the template, a typical sampled spectrum, anda smoothed version of the typical spectrum. By calcu-lating the RMS velocity about the expected velocity(0km=s) we have a very accurate measure of the errorin a single measurement; the mean error calculated byxcsao is 3% greater than this. The distribution of ve-locities is essentially Gaussian, and the deviation ofthe mean velocity is within 1� of zero.Using the 7810 spectra we can ask the question:\how many independent measurements of a spectrumare required to obtain a better measure of the error ina single measurement than xcsao provides?" Nord-str�om, et al (1994), on the basis of a study of echellespectra of rotating F stars give this answer as � 7.11



Fig. 12.| Variance in error estimation as a functionof the number of measurements for the set of 7810synthetic spectra. The horizontal line is the variance(about the true value) of the xcsao error estimate.See text for details.Here we take as many independent sets of N spectraas exist in 7810 spectra, for each N we calculate thesample standard deviation about the sample mean,and we compare it with the known error gotten byusing all 7810 velocities. The RMS of this di�erenceis plotted as a function of N in �gure 12. Also plot-ted (as a straight line) is the RMS of the xcsao errorestimate about the true error. In this ideal case morethan 30 independent measures are required before abetter error estimate is reached than the xcsao error.The 50,000 synthetic spectra, with 1 to 50,000counts, give similar results. The mean error is under-estimated here by 8% , and the mean velocity is 1.1� di�erent from zero, using the 49880 spectra wherer > 3. The e�ciency of (1+r) in estimating signal tonoise is demonstrated in Figure 13; here we show theratio of the square root of the number of counts to thebest �t linear relation with (1 + r). The 1� scatteris � 12% , independent of N; this puts a limit on theinherent ability to estimate errors using (1 + r).3.3. systematicsThere are many factors which can cause the red-shifts and radial velocitys measured by xcsao to be

Fig. 13.| The relation between r andpN Each pointrepresents the ratio of pN with the best �t linearrelation between pN and 1 + r.other than those desired. Here we list several.1. Errors in the wavelength calibration. For ab-sorption line spectra, where the signal is averaged overall the lines in a complex spectrum, this e�ect shouldbe tiny. For emission line spectra, where the signalcomes from a couple of lines this e�ect could be aslarge as the error in the pixel to wavelength calibra-tion function. For typical FAST galaxy spectra thiserror is � 5km=s averaged over the entire wavelengthrange, it could be larger in small regions (section 4.3).2. O�sets in the calibration lamp illumination.The light from the calibration lamps does not followthe same exact optical path as the light from the sky.This can cause systematic errors in the wavelengthscale (section 5).3. Variations with the Fourier �lter. As notedabove (section 2.3) di�erent reasonable choices of theFourier �lter can change the measured velocity of atypical FAST galaxy spectrum by 10km=s, compara-ble to the error in our highest S/N observations. Un-reasonable choices for the �lter parameters can makemore of a di�erence.4. Spectral type mismatch. It has long been knownthat there are systematic velocity e�ects when thetemplate spectrum does not match the observed spec-trum. Nordstr�om, et al. (1994), for example, showthe e�ect of rotational velocity mismatch for their12



echelle spectra. For typical FAST galaxy spectra thise�ect is � 20km=s, and is discussed in section 4.3.5. HII regions in spiral galaxies. The rotationvelocities of disks and the �nite number of HII re-gions on the slit can combine to yield an H� veloc-ity which is di�erent from the mean velocity of thestars in the bulge; this is especially true for galaxieswhich are distorted. Thus, while the measurement er-ror in an emission line velocity for a particular galaxymay be substantially smaller than for the absorptionline velocity, the systematic deviation from the de-sired quantity, the cosmological redshift, may be sub-stantially larger.6. Two-lined systems. xcsao assumes that thetemplate spectrum is a reasonable spectral match tothe observed spectrum. For the case of two (or more)lined spectroscopic binaries this condition is clearlyviolated. As demonstrated by Latham, et al. (1996)substantially improved results may be obtained by us-ing methods which explicitly model the two lined case,such as TODCOR (Zucker and Mazeh, 1994). xcsaomay be used to obtain the input data for TODCOR.4. TemplatesAccurate redshifts require the existence of veryhigh signal-to-noise templates, which have well de-termined velocities, and are good matches to the sci-enti�c program objects being measured. Here we de-scribe methods of creating and maintaining systemsof templates.Templates must be very high signal to noise spec-tra; there are two basic ways to create them: 1) suma number of observations; 2) build a computer modelof a spectrum. The CfA Digital Speedometry grouphas, over the past decade, switched entirely from us-ing observed spectra to models (see Latham, et al,1996 and references therein for details). For galaxyredshift studies we use both techniques.The vast majority of nearby galaxies can be wellmatched by a typical absorption line spectrum (likeNGC7331), by a typical emission line spectrum, orboth. Unusual spectra, as one obtains for QSOs, H�strong galaxies, galaxies with extremely high or lowinternal velocity dispersions, etc. require special tem-plates; although in most cases special templates onlylower the error in the redshift; the correct redshift isnormally obtained using standard templates.Creating templates is an iterative process: goodtemplates are required as a prerequisite for making

better templates. New templates were made for FASTwhen it saw �rst light, and again when it received anew thinned CCD in September 1994. In 1997, su�-cient new observations having been made, we wereable to make a set of substantially improved tem-plates.4.1. emission line templateUntil 1995, redshifts for emission line galaxies wereobtained with emsao and its precursor programs.Then a template was made by placing Gaussians withapproximately correct line widths and line ratios atthe emission line rest wavelengths. This template,emtemp, was tested against existing FAST observa-tions, and against the Z-Machine archive. Typicalresults are for the Z-Machine comparison with 8606emission line spectra reduced by hand: the 1� di�er-ence is 13kms�1, about half of the calculated error fora typical Z-Machine emission line velocity. As notedabove the zero point o�set is 0:56km=s� :16, abouta two hundredth of a pixel. The median di�erenceof 3929 FAST spectra with remtemp > 3 and the H�velocity obtained by emsao is 0:24km=s.Essentially for all spectra where emsao can obtaina redshift xcsao obtains a redshift using emtemp. Forlow S/N spectra xcsao plus emtemp is much moresensitive than emsao. For a sample of 2088 emis-sion line galaxy spectra taken with FAST only 42% ofspectra where xcsao plus emtemp obtained a redshiftwith 3 < remtemp < 4 could be reduced automaticallyusing emsao, 64% for 4 < remtemp < 5, and 93% forremtemp > 5. As noted above the systematic e�ect ofcosmic rays places severe constraints on the unsuper-vised use of xcsao with an emission line template.To make a better emission line template we havetaken 6498 FAST spectra where remtemp > 5, putthem through emsao, and obtained 434 spectra whereemsao found 9 or more lines. For these we measuredthe ratio of line heights with the SII 6731�A line, andthe line widths for each line. Then for each line wetook the median of these quantities, and, along withthe laboratory rest wavelengths for the lines put thedata into the program linespec to produce a syn-thetic template which we call femtemp97 (�gure 14).Femtemp97 is indeed a better template than emtemp.Using the set of 626 duplicate spectra described insection 3.1, we can compare the velocity di�erencesbetween pairs directly; the median di�erence usingfemtemp97 is � 9% smaller than in the reduc-13



Fig. 14.| The emission line template femtemp97.

Fig. 15.| Residuals in �t to Gaussian error distribu-tion for pairs reduced with the femtemp97 template.The contours represent lines of equal residual, posi-tion in the x,y space represents admixtures of the sta-tistical and systematic error models; see text.

tion using emtemp. The errors for femtemp97 aremore Gaussian than for emtemp; Figure 15 showsthe �t to the two parameter error model (section3.2), and may be compared with �gure 9. The in-terior contour level here is half that in �gure 9. Alsonote that the y intercept is about 32km=s, substan-tially less than the 45km=s in Figure 9 , implying agreater reduction in error than the direct compari-son of velocity di�erences would indicate. The me-dian ratio (1 + rfemtemp97)=(1 + remtemp) � 1:33;femtemp97 yields good velocities for a substantialnumber of spectra where emtemp fails. A compari-son of kfemtemp97(1+rfemtemp97) with the 38 w(1+r) error estimatorshows that 38 w(1+r) underestimates the error by 9% .4.2. absorption line templateThe �rst absorption line templates used on theFAST data were the TD79 vintage ztemp, and theNGC4486b template from the MMT spectrograph, aswell as some secondary MMT templates. Over thenext year a program of template observations pro-vided several high S/N observations of candidate tem-plates. These were summed on an object by objectbasis, to form extremely high S/N templates. Thebest of these is the NGC7331 template (fn7331temp)(section 3.1).We are now in a position to create a better tem-plate. Using fn7331temp and femtemp97, we selectedgalaxy spectra where the r value for the reductionwith fn7331temp was greater than eight, and the rvalue for the reduction with femtemp97 was less than3. These are 1959 moderate to high S/N absorptionline spectra. This set of spectra still contains spec-tra of objects with substantial emission. NGC7331shows clear emission in the NII 6583�A line, for exam-ple. We examined the di�erences between the veloci-ties derived using fn7331temp and femtemp97, where(1) the di�erence was near zero, meaning that therewas enough emission present to get a correct redshift(about 100 spectra) and where (2) the di�erence wasnear 948km=s, meaning that NII 6583�A was confusedwith H� (about 300 spectra); we removed those spec-tra from the sample.The remaining 1489 spectra were shifted to a com-mon rest velocity, using the fn7331temp velocity; theywere normalized to the same number of counts; theircontinua were subtracted, using a moderate orderspline; and �nally they were summed. The sumspectask (section A.4) performed these tasks. The result-14



ing spectrum had its residual continuum subtractedusing a high order spline, and was normalized to rep-resent the average spectrum. This is the �nal newabsorption line FAST template, fabtemp97, shown in�gure 16.Fabtemp97 is a better template than fn7331temp.The median di�erence between pairs of spectra fromthe 628 duplicates of section 3.1 is actually � 2%larger (insigni�cant) using fabtemp97, because fn7331tempis better able to match emission line objects (it hasNII visibly in emission, and other lines buried inthe noise); if one restricts the comparison to pairsof spectra where rfemtemp97 < 3 for each spec-trum, fabtemp97 shows a median di�erence � 12%smaller than fn7331temp. As with the comparison offemtemp97 and emtemp, the di�erences between thenew and the old templates are not large.Figure 17 shows the �t to the two parameter er-ror model in section 3.2 (compare with �gure 10 forfn7331temp). The contours in �gure 17 are the sameas in �gure 10; note that even the outer contour doesnot reach the y axis. This suggests that the errorfor these spectra cannot be modeled by a single num-ber, ksystematic, independent of r; this is not true forfn7331temp, or for the emission line templates. Acomparison of kfabtemp97(1+rfabtemp97) with the 38 w(1+r) error es-timator shows that 38 w(1+r) overestimates the error by4% .The analyses of the four templates, shown in �g-ures 9, 10, 15, and 17 all are consistent with a modelwhere � 20km=s constant systematic error is com-bined with a statistical error determined by the valueof the r statistic.

Fig. 16.| The absorption line template fabtemp97.

Fig. 17.| Residuals in �t to Gaussian error distribu-tion for pairs reduced with the fabtemp97 template.The contours represent lines of equal residual, posi-tion in the x,y space represents admixtures of the sta-tistical and systematic error models; see text.We also attempted to make a template for narrowlined absorption line objects. We built a templateby summing, after shifting to a common rest frame,several high S/N spectra from a set of M31 globu-lar clusters; we call this template fglotemp. Nextwe extracted from the FAST database all spectrawhere rfglotemp > rfn7331temp and rfglotemp > 6 andrfemtemp97 < 3. More than 90% of these spectra werecalibration stars; we excluded them, and the glob-ular clusters themselves, and were left with � 300galaxy spectra. These we shifted and summed withsumspec in the same manner as for fabtemp97, giv-ing us a new narrowlined template. This templateand fabtemp97 were correlated against the 300 spec-tra. There was no signi�cant di�erence in the re-sults. From this we conclude that for typical redshiftsurvey spectra, from a spectrograph with resolutionR � 1500 there is no need to have a narrow linedtemplate.4.3. velocity zero pointWe have developed a new methodology for de�n-ing the velocity zero point. Previous methods havedepended on external calibrators, such as 21 cm mea-surements; our new methods are fully internal, and15



Fig. 18.| Spectral type di�erences in determiningvelocity zero points. The top panel shows velocitiesfor 75 observations of NGC4486b, the solid histogramusing the fn7331temp template, and the dotted his-togram using the ztemp template. The x axis hasbeen shifted so that the median redshift obtained us-ing ztemp is zero. The bottom panel shows the sameinformation for 116 di�erent spectra of M31. No shift-ing of zero points can make both sets of histogramsagree.should minimize velocity o�sets due to spectral typedi�erences.Figure 18 illustrates the problem with spectral typedi�erence. With the FAST spectrograph we observedM31 on 116 occasions, and NGC 4486b on 75 occa-sions. Each of these spectra was reduced using ztempand fn7331temp. The resulting velocities were shiftedso that, for each galaxy, the median redshift obtainedby using the ztemp template was zero. The bottompanel of �gure 18 shows the results for M31; the solidhistogram shows the result of correlating the 116 spec-tra with fn7331temp, the dotted histogram shows theresult of correlating these spectra with ztemp. Simi-larly, the top panel of �gure 18 shows the results forNGC 4486b, with the solid histogram representing 75fn7331temp correlations, and the dotted histogram 75ztemp correlations.No change in the zero point of either template can

make both sets of histograms agree; any setting ofthe zero point by matching velocities for one objectwould make the systematic di�erence between di�er-ent template reductions for the other object worse.We choose to de�ne the zero point of our velocitysystem to minimize the systematic di�erence betweenthe two main types of galaxy spectra: emission linespectra and absorption line spectra. To insure thatour internal procedure matches the \true" system weneed only make the reasonable assumption that we ac-curately know the rest velocities of the main spectrallines in galaxies, such as H� and [O III]. We mustalso be certain that the internal wavelength systemof the spectrograph matches the external wavelengthsystem of the sky (section 5).Our basic procedure is to force the median di�er-ence between the emission line velocity and the ab-sorption line velocity, for those galaxies which stronglyshow both sets of features, to zero. Because the ab-sorption line velocity comes from the K giant stars inthe bulge, primarily, while the emission line velocitycomes mainly from HII regions in the disk, which aremoving at � �200km=s with respect to the centralbulge, there is no reason to expect that the absorptionline velocity and the emission line velocity should bethe same for any particular object. These di�erencesshould be randomly distributed about zero, however.We began by setting the velocity for the fn7331temptemplate so that the median velocity di�erence be-tween the fn7331temp velocity and the femtemp97 ve-locity, for spectra where rfemtemp97 > 5 and rfn7331temp >5 was identically zero. This yields a velocity of797km=s for NGC 7331, which may be compared with820� 3km=s from the 21 cm observations (Bottinelli,et al., 1990).As described in section 4.2, fabtemp97 was createdby shifting 1489 spectra to the rest frame de�ned bytheir individual correlations with fn7331temp, thensumming them. A comparison of fabtemp97 velocitieswith emission line velocities should give an indicationof the stability of the zero point technique.Figure 19 shows the di�erence in velocities betweenfabtemp97 and femtemp97 as a function of observa-tion date, for 1787 FAST spectra where rfemtemp97 >5 and rfabtemp97 > 5. The median di�erence is7:1km=s, with an interquartile range of 62km=s. Se-lecting subsets of the spectra with higher S/N ratioshas no signi�cant e�ect on this result. This di�erenceis � 0:1 pixel, and is probably due to systematic,16



Fig. 19.| The di�erence between velocities obtainedwith the femtemp97 template and the fabtemp97 tem-plate, for 1787 FAST spectra where both reductionshad r > 5, as a function of observation date.

Fig. 20.| The di�erence between velocities obtainedby �tting H� and correlating with the fabtemp97 tem-plate, for 1514 spectra where r > 5 and H� was �t,as a function of observation date.

Fig. 21.| The di�erence between velocities ob-tained by �tting O[III ]5007�A and correlating withthe femtemp97 template, for 3527 spectra where r > 5and O[III ] was �t, as a function of observation date.

Fig. 22.| The di�erence between velocities obtainedby �tting H� and correlating with the femtemp97template, for 4833 spectra where r > 5 and H� was�t, as a function of observation date.
17



Fig. 23.| The di�erence between velocities obtainedby �tting O[III ]5007�A and �tting H�, for 2008 spec-tra where H� and O[III ] were both �t, as a functionof observation date.non-linear errors in our wavelength scale. Figure 20shows the di�erence between the fabtemp97 velocityand the velocity found by �tting H� in emsao for arepresentative subset of the data. The median dif-ference is �2:1km=s, consistent with zero. Figure 22shows the di�erence between the femtemp97 veloc-ity and the H� velocity, �9:51km=s, and �gure 21shows the di�erence between the femtemp97 velocityand the [OIII] 5007�Avelocity, �0:16km=s. These dif-ferences are very similar to the median di�erences be-tween individual lines measured in the same spectrumwith emsao, Figure 23 shows the di�erence between�ts to H� and �ts to O[III], the median di�erence is6:4km=s.We conclude that our construction of fabtemp97gives a velocity zero point equal to the velocity zeropoint of the emission line system; this equivalence isas accurate as our ability to de�ne the wavelengthsystem using standard lamps and polynomial �ts.5. Testing spectrograph zero point and sta-bility using emsao and night sky spectraBefore 1995, we measured redshifts for emissionline spectra using emsao. Now we cross-correlateagainst an emission line template with xcsao (section4.1). emsao is used to check for errors in emission-line correlations, to interactively reduce emission-linespectra, to automatically measure equivalent widths,line heights, and line widths for sets of emission line

spectra, and to do various custom projects using al-ternate line lists (e.g. to study QSOs).We used emsao to calibrate the Z-Machine andFAST spectrographs for stability and zero point bymeasuring the apparent velocity of the night skylines. These are from forbidden oxygen airglow linesfrom the upper atmosphere and mercury and sodiumemission from arti�cial sources such as street lights.Sodium is a blended doublet and we do not knowthe e�ective wavelength a priori; so we cannot use itto establish a zero point. Using the zero point de-�ned by O[I] 5577�A we measure an e�ective wave-length of 5891.2�A using FAST, with the Z-Machinedata in agreement. We also obtain a systematic dif-ference between the oxygen airglow lines and the mer-cury streetlamp lines of about 20km=s with bothspectrographs. We assume that this e�ect is due todi�erences between the e�ective wavelengths of Hgin streetlamps and calibration lamps. We thereforechoose to calibrate our zero points with the oxygenairglow lines.Figure 24 shows the results for the Z-Machine. Thetop panel is a typical sky spectrum, the middle panelshows the apparent velocity of the O[I] 5577�A line,and the bottom panel shows the apparent velocity ofO[I] 6300�A . The velocities are shown as a functionof observation date, over 15 years. Each point is themedian of a single nights observations; nights withfewer than 10 observations were excluded.The night sky emission lines were routinely usedto supplement the HeNeAr calibration lamp lines inthe Z-Machine reductions, and a seventh order poly-nomial was used to �t the lines. The O[I] 5577�A linedoes not show the same general pattern as the O[I]6300�A line. All the other lines (Hg 5461, NaD, O[I]6363) do show the same behavior as the O[I] 6300line. O[I] 5577�A is in a portion of the spectrum withno strong HeNeAr calibration lines, which, along withthe high order polynomial, locally matches the cali-bration to the position of O[I], instead of the systemde�ned by the calibration lamp.While the O[I] line at 6300�A was also used in thewavelength calibration, it is in a region with manystrong Ne lines, and should have negligible e�ect onthat calibration. The apparent velocity of this lineshould be a good measure of the di�erence betweenthe instrumental zero point and the true sky. Thescatter and long-term changes in this line measurethe stability of the instrument and data reductionprocedures. Many of the large jumps in apparent ve-18



Fig. 24.| emsao reduction of night sky lines fromthe Z-Machine. The top panel shows a typical nightsky spectrum, with the lines marked. The middlepanel shows the apparent velocity of O[I] 5577�A as afunction of observation date. Each point is the nightlymedian, where nights with fewer than 10 observationsare excluded. The bottom panel is similar to the mid-dle, but shows the apparent velocity of the O[I] 6300�Aline.
Fig. 25.| emsao reduction of night sky lines fromFAST. The top panel shows a typical night sky spec-trum, with the lines marked. The middle panel showsthe apparent velocity of O[I] 5577�A as a function ofobservation date. Each point is the nightly median,where nights with fewer than 10 observations are ex-cluded. The bottom panel is similar to the middle,but shows the apparent velocity of the O[I] 6300�Aline. Note that the scale of the ordinate is half thatin �gure 24
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locity can be attributed to known hardware changes;the largest feature in �gure 24, the 5.5 year slow in-crease in velocity of O[I] 6300�A from � �30km=s to� +10km=s is of unknown origin.Figure 25 shows the results for FAST. Again thetop is a typical sky spectrum, the middle shows theapparent velocity of the O[I] 5577�A line, and the bot-tom the apparent velocity of the O[I] 6300�A line. Theabscissa covers four years, and the scale of the ordi-nate is half that of �gure 24.The night sky lines are not used in the wavelengthcalibration of FAST, and the HeNeArFe calibrationlamp lines are �t with a third order polynomial. BothO[I] 5577�A and O[I] 6300�A should be good measuresof the instrumental zero point and the stability of theinstrument and reduction techniques.Both lines show essentially the same behavior, es-pecially since the CCD was changed in September1994. The scatter in these line positions is less than20% of the scatter for the same lines in the Z-Machine.Over the four years of FAST operation an additive o�-set of 7:5�2km=s brings the instrumental system intoagreement with the true system of the sky.FAST is a remarkably stable instrument. The scat-ter in the O[I] 5577�A line can provide a good measureof the errors due to a combination of instrumental in-stability, wavelength calibration, and line �tting. Wemeasure the error in �tting a single line by dividingthe scatter in the apparent velocity di�erence betweenO[I] 6300�A and O[I] 6363�A by p2. Subtracting it inquadrature from the scatter in O[I] 5577�A , yields theerror due to the interaction of instrumental instabil-ity with the wavelength calibration. For the entirefour year period this is 2km=s, where most of theerror comes from systematic changes associated withchanging the CCD, changing the linelist for the He-NeArFe calibration, and changing the dewer. For themost recent 18 months, since the dewer change, theerror from instrumental unstability is unmeasurablysmall, is consistent with zero, and has a 2� upperlimit, by bootstrap resampling, of 0:7km=s.6. Other Methods and CommentsPress (1995) has suggested a new methodologyfor determining redshifts. One �rst reduces a set ofgalaxy spectra (shifted to a common rest frame) to aset of orthogonal basis vectors, using singular valuedecomposition, SVD. Next, using the fast numericalmethods of Rybicki and Press (1995) the most signif-

icant of these vectors are repeatedly �t to a spectrumwith unknown redshift, with each �t being at a di�er-ent redshift. For each �t �2 is calculated; the redshiftcorresponding to a minimum �2 is the redshift of thegalaxy.Recently Glazebrook, et al (1998) have developed anearly identical scheme; the di�erence is that ratherthan calculate �2 exactly, they use the simplifyingassumption that the correlation function may sub-stitute for �2. Thus they can treat the (SVD de-rived) eigenvectors as templates in a cross correla-tion program (such as xcsao), and obtain a �nal red-shift by summing the correlation functions in quadra-ture, weighted by the eigenvalues of each eigenvector-template.Both Press (1995) and Glazebrook, et al (1998)have suggested that the coe�cients of the �ts can beused to classify the spectra, and that the position of aspectrum in coe�cient space may be used to developcon�dence measures in the derived redshift. RecentlyBromley, et al (1997) used this technique to classifyspectra from the LCRS (Shectman, et al, 1996).We have not adopted the SVD method for creatingtemplates, nor the �2 minimization technique for de-termining redshifts. We have, following Press's (1995)suggestion, developed methods to use best �t param-eters for rough classi�cation and blunder discovery.We do not implement the Glazebrook, et al (1998)method for a number of reasons. Their approximationassumes the variance in a spectrum is not a function ofwavelength. This assumption is clearly incorrect, andis one of the reasons why continuum subtraction issuperior to continuum division in the low S/N regime(section 2.2). The use of the eigenvalue as a weight inthe combination of correlation functions overweightsemission line correlations when reducing absorptionline spectra, thus making them even more susceptibleto shot noise. But �nally, as the exact methods areavailable (Press, 1995), we see no advantage in theapproximation.Press's (1995) �2 minimization technique, enabledby the Rybicki and Press (1995) algorithm, showssubstantial promise. Especially for the case wherethe rest frame of the template is much di�erent fromthat of the unknown galaxy we expect that a rigor-ous accounting of observational errors as a functionof wavelength will be important; the new, deep red-shift surveys of the next decade, e.g. with Hectospec(Fabricant, et al, 1994), will test whether the �2 tech-20



niques will obtain better results for high redshift ob-jects. We do not now implement the �2 minimizationbecause we believe that current redshift survey data,with z <� 0:2 would not bene�t; some con�rmation ofthis view comes from the preliminary results of Press(1995, 1997), who �nds no improved ability to obtainredshifts from low S/N spectra in the LCRS (Shect-man, et al 1996) compared with the original reduc-tion, done by H. Lin using RVSAO 1.0.We believe our template creation techniques are su-perior to a SVD decomposition of a group of spectrafor underlying physical reasons. Emission line spectraand absorption line spectra arise from independentphysical causes in di�erent physical locations withina galaxy; basis vectors which are admixtures of ab-sorption and emission line spectra make no physicalsense. Additionally emission line velocities and ab-sorption line velocities are not identical for any par-ticular galaxy, as a perusal of optical rotation curves(e.g. Barton, et al, 1998) clearly shows.The simultaneous use of more than two templatesor basis vectors to obtain redshifts is unnecessary. Weperformed a SVD decomposition on the 1489 pureabsorption line spectra used to create fabtemp97; the�rst eigenvector was essentially identical to fabtemp97,the next three represented small di�erences in thecontinuum subtractions, the �fth eigenvector showsthe H+K lines, which are systematically weaker inthe early data, before a blue sensitive chip was in-stalled, the next couple of eigenvectors also representcontinuum di�erences. The systematic residuals fromthe reduction dominate the higher dimensions of theSVD decomposition.As a practical matter the limiting factor in obtain-ing redshifts for faint objects is the ability to get red-shifts for weak lined absorption line systems. Essen-tially, if one observes long enough with a �ber instru-ment to get redshifts for the absorption line spectra,the spectra with emission lines will all yield redshiftswith almost any technique.We therefore will use fabtemp97 and femtemp97 asour �tting functions, we �t each spectrum as a linearcombination of these two templates. We take as arepresentative sample the last 2000 spectra observedas part of the 15R survey (Geller, et al, 1998). Fig-ure 26 shows the absorption line vs. emission line �tcoe�cients. The solid dots are for rfem < 3 and theopen circles are for rfem > 3. There is a clear locus,outliers could be easily discovered and removed fromany fully automatic data reduction process. Com-

Fig. 26.| The coe�cient of the �t to fabtemp97 vsthe coe�cient of the �t to femtemp97, for 2000 spec-tra from the 15R survey (Geller, et al (1998)). Abouta dozen objects have coe�cients not in this range,and would be looked at manually. The solid dots arespectra where rfemtemp < 3, the open circles are forspectra where rfemtemp > 3. The diagram can beviewed as a crude absorption line strength vs emis-sion line strength classi�cation diagram.bined with more traditional measures, e.g. equivalentwidths and line ratios, �gure 26 can form the basisfor a spectroscopic classi�cation. The x and y axesroughly measure absorption line strength (metallicityperhaps) and emission line strength.Figure 27 shows the relation between the �t resid-uals and the inverse of the 1 + rfab statistic for thefabtemp97 reduction. The symbols have the samemeaning as in �gure 26. There is a very good corre-lation of �t residuals with 1=(1+ r) for spectra whererfem < 3; for objects with emission lines the correla-tion is much weaker.Figure 28 shows the relation between the �t resid-uals and the inverse of the 1 + rfem statistic for thefemtemp97 reduction, the symbols here are dots ifrfab > 3 and open circles if rfab < 3. The correla-tion of �t residuals with 1=(1 + r) for spectra whererfab < 3 is weak, and for objects with absorption linevelocities nonexistent.These two plots, along with the �gures 15 and 17 in21



Fig. 27.| The relation of the residuals to the �t tofabtemp97 to the inverse of 1+rfabtemp97 The symbolshave the same meaning as in �gure 26.

Fig. 28.| The relation of the residuals to the �t tofemtemp97 to the inverse of 1+rfemtemp97. The soliddots are for spectra where rfabtemp97 > 3 and theopen circles are for spectra where rfabtemp97 < 3.

section 4, which show the statistical and systematicerror models, demonstrate that for typical redshiftsurvey spectra, residuals for absorption line objectsare mainly determined by signal to noise; for emissionline objects, the residuals are mainly systematic.7. ConclusionWe have demonstrated the techniques which wehave developed in the RVSAO suite to create a sys-tem for the accurate, automated reduction of spec-tra for galaxy redshifts and stellar radial velocities.More than half of all published redshifts have beenmeasured using these techniques, as well as a largenumber of stellar radial velocities.The correlation method for obtaining redshifts canbe successfully extended from absorption line spectrato emission line spectra, with a substantial improve-ment in e�ectiveness over the previous method for ob-taining emission line redshifts, automated line �tting.The reduction of emission-line spectra requires di�er-ent reduction steps than absorption line correlations.Emission line correlation redshifts are susceptible toblunders due to the presence of cosmic rays. However,using automated line �tting (emsao) and absorptionline correlation velocities the blunder rate can be keptnear zero, with the degree of automation kept high.We have developed new techniques for calibratingand characterizing the blunder rate and the individ-ual errors in redshift measurements. The blunder ratefor RVSAO reductions can be kept near zero by theuse of some simple heuristics to identify possible mis-takes. For typical redshift survey data from the FASTspectrograph the automation rate is 95%. Our selfcalibrating internal error estimator is accurate to �20%. Large, stable surveys enable development ofmore accurate and stable error estimators.We have developed new methods for creating, cal-ibrating, and using galaxy redshift templates. Wehave created an emission line template, femtemp97,having the median properties of a large set of strongemission line spectra. We have created an absorptionline template, fabtemp97, having the mean proper-ties of a large set of absorption line spectra showingno sign of emission. These spectra arise from phys-ically distinct processes, and can be used to form apair of basis vectors to perform a 2-D spectral clas-si�cation. We have developed a new method for es-tablishing the zero point for redshift observations, amethod which minimizes the systematic di�erences22



between emission and absorption line redshifts. Thiszero point is determined as accurately as we can es-tablish the wavelength calibration using standard He-NeArFe lamps. We have shown a technique for mea-suring and eliminating di�erences between the instru-mental zero point and the true zero point.We have shown improved techniques for a numberof the substeps necessary to obtain accurate redshifts,including: removal of emission(absorption) lines whencorrelating against an absorption(emission) line tem-plate; suppression of the night sky lines; supression ofthe continuum; design of the Fourier �lter; and zeropadding of spectra.The rapid development of large aperture telescopeswith multi-object spectrographs presents substantialchallenges for redshift and radial velocity reductions.Reducing one or two orders of magnitude more spec-tra of objects one or two orders of magnitude fainterwhile maintaining high quality control standards andminimal personnel costs is clearly a di�cult problem.RVSAO provides a solid methodological and softwarebasis to meet these new challenges.8. AcknowledgmentsA large number of astronomers have sent us sug-gestions, complaints, bug reports, and kudos over theyears. We should like to thank all of them, and askthat this continue. We thank W. Press and B. Brom-ley for permitting us to quote from their work in ad-vance of publication. We have bene�ted greatly froma number of detailed scienti�c and technical discus-sions with D. Fabricant, J. Huchra, D. Latham, andG. Torres. E. Falco carefully read the manuscript,and made several suggestions to improve the clarityof the text.Susan Tokarz has reduced tens of thousands ofspectra using RVSAO; her experience, patience, andfriendly collaboration have been crucial to this project.Margaret Geller's support has enabled RVSAO toachieve its high degree of robust e�ectiveness.A. The Elements of RVSAOThe RVSAO package consists of six IRAF tasksxcsao, emsao, linespec, sumspec, contpars, andbcvcorr. Each of these tasks is controlled by a set ofuser settable parameters. In this appendix we list anddescribe all the relevant parameters for these tasks,and demonstrate their use in a series of examples.

A.1. Cross-Correlating a Spectrum in xcsaoDigital cross-correlations in the RVSAO system areperformed by xcsao, basically following the prescrip-tion of TD79, with a large number of re�nements andadditions. xcsao is capable of reducing a wide varietyof input spectra, but must have its many parametersproperly set. Parameters for xcsao are set in its pa-rameter list (Figures A29 and A30), in the contparsprogram's parameter list (Figure A67), and by spe-cial instructions to the program in the headers of thetemplate spectra (Figure A31). In this section weexamine in detail the elements of xcsao, and we de-scribe how the parameters are used in the code, alongwith the algorithmic details of their use. We followthe cross-correlation of a single spectrum against twovery di�erent templates, one showing primarily ab-sorption features and one showing only emission fea-tures, to demonstrate the ways in which processingvaries in response to the template spectra being used.For each object spectrum �le from the input listspectra, and/or each aperture speci�ed in the aperturelist specnum, the �tting subroutine is called. Spec-trum �les are all read from the directory speci�ed byspecdir, but full or relative pathnames may be used inspectra, and specdir may be null. Spectra which arein ux units instead of counts should be renormalizedby setting renormalize to yes. If obj plot is yes, theobject spectrum is plotted as in Figure A32, and theplot is kept on the screen available for zooming andediting until a \q" is typed. If �xbad is \yes," regionsspeci�ed in the �le named by badlines are replaced bystraight lines connecting the adjacent pixels, and theimage is plotted again if obj plot is \yes."Band tempband of each template spectrum in thelist templates and list of multispec apertures, temp-num, is loaded. Template �les are all read from the di-rectory speci�ed by tempdir, but full or relative path-names may be used in templates, and tempdir may benull. If echelle is yes, tempnum is ignored, and themultispec lines used for templates track those usedfor object spectra. If temp plot is yes, the templatespectrum is plotted.A zero-point redshift is computed by adding thesolar system barycentric velocity correction, from asource speci�ed by svel corr, the redshift of the tem-plate from the VELOCITY parameter in the tem-plate header, an optional template-dependent veloc-ity shift from the TSHIFT parameter in the header,and an optional constant velocity shift from the tshift23



spectra = 1995.1122.0113.311.062165.ms  List of input spectra
(specnum=                     ) Spectrum aperture range if multispec or 2-D file
(specban=                    0) Spectrum band if multispec file
(specdir=                     ) Directory for input spectra
(correla=                  yes) Cross-correlate spectrum (yes or no)
(templat=  fabtemp97,femtemp97) List of template spectra
(tempnum=                    0) Template aperture range if 2-D or multispec file
(tempban=                    1) Template band if template is multispec file
(tempdir=   archive$templates/) Directory for template spectra
(echelle=                   no) Echelle spectra (template tracks spectrum) (yes or no)
(st_lamb=                INDEF) Starting wave length to correlate
(end_lam=                INDEF) Ending wave length to correlate
(obj_plo=                   no) Plot the raw object data
(xcor_pl=                   no) Plot the filtered correlation function
(xcor_fi=                   no) Write the filtered correlation function to a file
(fixbad =                  yes) Eliminate portions of spectrum with bad lines (yes or no)
(badline=         badlines.dat) Lines to eliminate from spectrum
(s_emcho=                   no) Remove emission or absorption lines (yes,no,tempfile)
(t_emcho=                   no) Remove emission or absorption lines (yes,no,tempfile)
(s_abs_r=                 100.) Spectrum absorption line rejection in sigma of fit
(s_em_re=                   2.) Spectrum emission line rejection in sigma of fit
(t_abs_r=                   0.) Template absorption line rejection in sigma of fit
(t_em_re=                   0.) Template emission line rejection in sigma of fit
(bell_wi=                 0.05) Fraction of spectrum to taper
(renorma=                   no) Renormalize spectrum before transform (yes or no)
(ncols  =                 4096) Number of cols into which to rebin
(interp_=              spline3) Rebin interpolation mode
(zeropad=             tempfile) Pad transforms with zeroes to lower noise (yes, no, tempfile)
(low_bin=                    5) Bin number of low frequency cutoff
(top_low=                   20) Bin number where low frequency reaches one
(top_nru=                  125) Bin number where high frequency starts to slope off
(nrun   =                  250) Bin number of high frequency cutoff
(vel_ini=                 zero) Initial velocity source (zero guess zguess corr em comb)
(czguess=                   0.) Initial velocity guess in km/sec or z
(nzpass =                    0) Number of times template is shifted to match object velocity
(tshift =                   0.) night to night zero point velocity shift
(svel_co=         heliocentric) Spectrum velocity correction (none,file,helio,bary,hfile)
(tvel_co=                 file) Template velocity correction (none,file,helio,bary,hfile)
(pkmode =                    1) Peak-fitting mode (1-parabola 2-quartic 3-cosx/1+x^2)
(pkfrac =                  0.5) Fraction of peak or number of points for peak fitting (0=FWHM)
(pksrch =                   25) Half-width of search region for graphically set peak
(minvel =               -5000.) Minimum allowable velocity in km/sec
(maxvel =              100000.) Maximum allowable velocity in km/sec
(report_=                    1) Report mode (1=normal 2=one-line)
(logfile=     STDOUT,xcsao.log) List of log files
(save_ve=                   no) Save result in IRAF data file header (yes or no)
(archive=                   no) Save results in binary archive record (yes or no)
(nsmooth=                    5) Smooth displayed spectrum (0=no else number of times)
(cvel   =                INDEF) Center velocity of output graph
(dvel   =                INDEF) Velocity half-width of output graph
(ablines=          ablines.dat) Absorption line list
(emlines=          emlines.dat) Emission line list
(linedir=            rvsao$lib) Directory for line lists
(t_abs_r=                   0.) Template absorption line rejection in sigma of fit
(t_em_re=                   0.) Template emission line rejection in sigma of fitFig. A29.| Parameter list for xcsao.
(bell_wi=                 0.05) Fraction of spectrum to taper
(renorma=                   no) Renormalize spectrum before transform (yes or no)
(ncols  =                 4096) Number of cols into which to rebin
(interp_=              spline3) Rebin interpolation mode
(zeropad=             tempfile) Pad transforms with zeroes to lower noise (yes, no, tempfile)
(low_bin=                    5) Bin number of low frequency cutoff
(top_low=                   20) Bin number where low frequency reaches one
(top_nru=                  125) Bin number where high frequency starts to slope off
(nrun   =                  250) Bin number of high frequency cutoff
(vel_ini=                 zero) Initial velocity source (zero guess zguess corr em comb)
(czguess=                   0.) Initial velocity guess in km/sec or z
(nzpass =                    0) Number of times template is shifted to match object velocity
(svel_co=         heliocentric) Spectrum velocity correction (none,file,helio,bary,hfile)
(tvel_co=                 file) Template velocity correction (none,file,helio,bary,hfile)
(pkmode =                    1) Peak-fitting mode (1-parabola 2-quartic 3-cosx/1+x^2)
(pkfrac =                  0.5) Fraction of peak or number of points for peak fitting (0=FWHM)
(pksrch =                   25) Half-width of search region for graphically set peak
(minvel =               -5000.) Minimum allowable velocity in km/sec
(maxvel =              100000.) Maximum allowable velocity in km/sec
(report_=                    1) Report mode (1=normal 2=one-line)
(logfile=     STDOUT,xcsao.log) List of log files
(save_ve=                   no) Save result in IRAF data file header (yes or no)
(archive=                   no) Save results in binary archive record (yes or no)
(cvel   =                INDEF) Center velocity of output graph
(dvel   =                INDEF) Velocity half-width of output graph
(ablines=          ablines.dat) Absorption line list
(emlines=          emlines.dat) Emission line list
(linedir=            rvsao$lib) Directory for line lists
(dispmod=                    1) Display modes (1=spectrum+xcor 2=spectrum+lines)
(displot=                  yes) Display results on <device> (yes or no)
(device =             stdgraph) Display device
(curmode=                   no) Wait for keyboard response after each object (yes or no)
(hardcop=                   no) Automatic hardcopy of results on <plotter> (yes or no)
(plotter=              stdplot) Hardcopy output device
(temp_pl=                   no) Plot the template spectra
(contsub=                   no) Plot the continuum-subtracted data
(apodize=                   no) Plot the apodized data
(fft_plo=                   no) Plot the fft of the data
(tfft_pl=                   no) Plot the fft of the fft to show what is beign correlated
(uxcor_p=                   no) Plot the unfiltered cross-correlation
(debug  =                   no) Display intermediate results
(cursor =                     ) Graphics cursor inputFig. A30.| Parameter list for xcsao continued.

CHOPEM T or F If T and xcsao.s_emchop=tempfile, replace all pixels in the object spectrum

ABSREJ If CHOPEM is true and xcsao.s_emchop=tempfile, this limit is used as the

EMREJ 

FI-FLAG 

If CHOPEM is true and xcsao.s_emchop=tempfile, this limit is used as the

This flag determines how the Fourier transforms are filtered: 

which are less than contpars.s_abs_reject or greater than contpars.s_em_reject
standard deviations from the continuum with the value of the continuum fit at that
wavelength. If T and xcsao.t_emchop=tempfile, replace all pixels in the template
spectrum which are less than contpars.t_abs_reject sigma or greater than
contpars.t_em_reject standard deviations from the continuum with the value of
the continuum fit at that wavelength. 

minimum for the object spectrum instead of contpars.s_abs_reject. 

maximum instead of contpars.s_em_reject. It does not override
contpars.t_em_reject for the template spectrum.

0 or not present = Filter both the template and the object spectrum transforms

1 = Do not filter the template spectrum transform, but filter the object spectrum transform

2 = Do not filter the high frequencies of the object and template spectrum transforms.

3 = Do not filter the high frequencies of the object spectrum transform and do not
filter the template spectrum transform at all. 

cosine-bell.
using xcsao.low_bin, xcsao.top_low, xcsao.top_nrun, and xcsao.nrun to define a

FRACPEAK 

0, 1, 2, 3 

#sig 

#sig 

0.0 -1.0

 SUBCONT T or F 

DIVCONT T or F 

Override the pkfrac parameter for just this template by fitting the correlation peak
from its maximum value down to this fraction of the maximum. The most common
use of this parameter is to fit only the top quarter (set to ) of a correlation with an
emission line template to avoid fitting side lobes caused by close emission lines
in the template, such as N1 and N2 next to H-alpha. 

If true or not present, fit and remove the continuum from the template; if false, do
not fit or remove continuum from template. This flag does not affect removal of
the continuum from the object spectrum. 

If T, divide, instead of subtract, the continuum from template and spectrum. 

ZEROPAD T or F If the ZEROPAD parameter in XCSAO is set to tempfile instead of yes or no, and
this template spectrum header parameter is T, the spectrum and template
transforms are both padded with an equal number of zeroes before being

Value Keyword Usage 

cross-correlated. If it is F, the transforms are not zero-padded. Fig. A31.| These template spectrum header param-eters can be used to control the cross-correlation pro-cess to correlate object spectra against both absorp-tion line templates and emission line templates in onexcsao run.

Fig. A32.| Object spectrum showing both emissionand absorption lines as plotted by xcsao if obj plot isyes.24



parameter. The template spectrum's barycentric ve-locity correction, from a source speci�ed by tvel corr,is subtracted because the template spectrum's ob-served velocity, not its corrected one, gives that spec-trum the redshift which we are comparing. An ini-tial redshift source may be speci�ed by vel init; if\guess", this is from czguess; if \zero" the initial ve-locity is 0; otherwise it can be read from an objectspectrum header parameter VELOCITY (\combina-tion"), CZXC (\correlation"), or CZEM (\emission").If such an initial redshift has been called for, or if thisis the second pass or greater (nzpass > 1), the tem-plate log-wavelength limits are shifted by that initialredshift (on the �rst pass) or the current correlationredshift. The wavelength region over which the tem-plate and object spectra overlap is computed. If thewavelength in Angstroms speci�ed by st lambda, isgreater than the blue limit of the overlap region, it be-comes the new limit. If the wavelength in Angstromsspeci�ed by end lambda, is less than the red limit ofthe overlap region, it becomes the new limit. Thetwo spectra are rebinned into log-wavelength with anumber of pixels, set by ncols using an interpolationmode speci�ed by interp mode.First, the continuum, and, optionally, emissionand/or emission lines, are removed from the rebinnedobject and template spectra. Parameters for �ttingthe continuum are in the IRAF pset task named con-tpars (see section A.5). Emission and/or absorptionlines may be removed from either or both of eachobject-template pair. s emchop controls whether lineswill be removed from the object spectrum. If thetemplate spectrum header parameter SUBCONT ispresent, its value overrides that of s emchop. s absrejand s emrej set the lower and upper acceptable limitsfor object spectrum pixels to be used in the continuum�t. If lines are rejected, as they are when the objectspectrum we are following is to be correlated againstan absorption line template, the rejected data pointsare plotted as in �gure A33 if contsub plot is yes. Agraph of the continuum-removed data, as shown inFigure A34, is displayed if the contsub plot parame-ter is yes.Template pixels with values outside of the lowert absrej and upper t emrej acceptable limits, in stan-dard deviations from the continuum �t, are replacedby continuum values in the template spectrum ift emchop is set to yes. The continuum is then sub-tracted from the template spectra.Template and object spectra are then apodized,

Fig. A33.| Emission lines removed from the objectspectrum before cross-correlation against an absorp-tion line template spectrum in xcsao.

Fig. A34.| The object spectrum with a) its contin-uum subtracted and emission lines removed for cross-correlation against an absorption line template and b)its continuum subtracted, but its emission lines keptfor cross-correlation against an emission line templatespectrum in xcsao.25



Fig. A35.| The object spectrum apodized at eachend, ready to be Fourier transformed for cross-correlation against a) absorption and b) emission tem-plates in xcsao.tapered at each end for the fraction bell window ofthe entire spectrum. If zeropad is yes, both spectra arepadded with an equal length of null (zero) spectrum.A graph of the continuum-removed, apodized objectspectrum is displayed, as shown in Figure A35, if theapodize plot parameter is yes.The spectra are then Fourier transformed. TheFourier power spectra of the object and templatespectra are displayed as in Figures A36 and A37 if�t plot is set to yes.The transformed spectra are then �ltered with acosine-bell �lter. The low frequencies are �ltered fromlow bin to top low and the high frequencies are �lteredfrom top nrun to nrun. The template header param-eter FI-FLAG controls whether the template trans-form is �ltered and whether the high-frequency �lteris turned o� for both template and object transformsto leave in emission lines. If t�t plot is set to yes,the �ltered Fourier power spectra of the object andtemplate spectra are displayed as in Figures A38 andA39.The �ltered transforms are then cross-correlated

Fig. A36.| The object spectrum Fourier-transformed over the wavelength ranges of the a) ab-sorption and b) emission template spectra in xcsao.and normalized. If uxcor plot is yes, the un�lteredcorrelation is displayed. If xcor plot is yes, this re-sult is displayed as in Figure A40, and a speci�c peakmay be selected using the cursor if curmode is yes.In that case, the maximum value within pksrch pixelsof the cursor position is used. Otherwise, the high-est correlation peak between the velocitiesminvel andmaxvel is used. The redshift is calculated by �ttinga parabola or similar function speci�ed by pkmode tothe portion of the peak above pkfrac of the maximumvalue of that peak. The R-value and error are com-puted, and control returns to XCFIT to set up thetemplate for the next pass.After all of the template spectra have been corre-lated against an object spectrum, the template withthe highest R-value is selected. The results are dis-played as text to the devices speci�ed by log�les in theformat speci�ed by report mode. Figure A41 showsthe default report.If displot is yes, the object spectrum and, option-ally, the selected correlation peak, are plotted to de-vice in the format speci�ed by dispmode. Figure A4226



Fig. A37.| Fourier transforms of a) absorption andb) emission template spectra. in xcsao.shows the summary graph if dispmode is 1. FigureA43 shows the dispmode 2 summary graph, with emis-sion and absorption lines labeled. If hardcopy is yes,the same graph is sent a printer.If nsmooth > 0, the object spectrum is smoothedby a 1-2-1 sliding �lter nsmooth times for display pur-poses only. This smoothing may be changed interac-tively using the g command in cursor mode. The�ltered cross-correlation with the best R-value is dis-played centered on the redshift cvel (in km/sec) witha width in km/sec of dvel. If cvel is INDEF, the �tredshift is used; if dvel is INDEF, the width is set to20 times the peak width. If the correlation is not dis-played, absorption lines (ablines=yes) and/or emis-sion lines (emlines=yes) may be labeled from line listsin the directory linedir, as shown in Figure A43.If curmode is yes, the user can interact with the dis-play using the terminal cursor to zoom in on portionsof the spectrum, rerun the cross-correlation, changethe display format, edit the spectrum, or several otherfunctions. For example, �gure A44 shows the corre-lation result for the second best template, selectedusing the T cursor command.

Fig. A38.| The object spectrum transform �lteredfor correlation against a) absorption and b) emissiontemplates in xcsao. Removing high frequencies ad-versely a�ects the shape of narrow emission lines, sono high frequency �ltering is done for emission linecorrelationsIf save vel is yes, cross-correlation redshift resultsare written into the object spectrum image headerin a form appropriate to the spectrum format: twoentries plus one per template if multispec; otherwiseone value per keyword, as in Figure A45.A.2. Fitting Redshifted Lines in a Spectrumin emsaoWhile xcsao can now use emission line templates,it is still useful to measure redshifts of emission linespectra directly. For large surveys, the interactive de-termination of line centers and calculation of redshiftsby a program like IRAF's splot, is simply too slow.emsao, a companion to the cross-correlation task xc-sao, was written to �nd emission lines automatically,compute redshifts for each identi�ed line, and com-bine them into a single radial velocity. The resultsmay be graphically displayed or printed, saved to a�le, and/or stored in the spectrum �le header. emsaois designed to run with minimal human intervention,27



Fig. A39.| Filtered Fourier transforms of a) absorp-tion and b) emission templates in xcsao. No highfrequencies are �ltered out of the emission templatetransform.
Fig. A40.| Normalized, �ltered cross correlations ofthe Fourier transforms of the object spectrum againstthe Fourier transforms of a) absorption and b) emis-sion templates in xcsao.

1995.1122.0113.311.062165.ms Object: 311.062165
RA: 08:13:29.34 Dec: 29:02:12.0 $.1f23-Nov-1995 10:37:37.00 =HJD2450044.9457 BCV
:  25.30
3679.9A- 7551.7A 4096x2 points, filter: 5 20 125 250 apodize 0.05 fit 0.5 best 2
Temp:        fabtemp97 vel:   0.00  tsh:   0.00 HCV:   0.00 Peak: 14415.2 h:0.22
3 R:   2.88 CZ: 14441.7 +/-  71.592 1 +tc
Temp:        femtemp97 vel:   0.00  tsh:   0.00 HCV:   0.00 Peak: 14369.4 h:0.89
1 R:  16.38 CZ: 14395.9 +/-   7.898 1 +hi -tf +tcFig. A41.| xcsao report of results of cross correla-tion of the object spectrum transforms against trans-forms of absorption and emission template spectra.
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Fig. A42.| xcsao summary display for emission linecross-correlation.

Fig. A43.| xcsao summary display with labeledlines for emission line cross-correlation.

Fig. A44.| xcsao summary display for absorptioncross-correlation.
b)

a) VELOCITY=     14395.9542084403
CZERR   =     16.9255212706257
VELQUAL = ’_       ’
BCV     =     25.2977199554443
CZXC    =     14395.9542084403
CZXCERR =     7.84048916091347
CZXCR   =     16.4074945116922
BESTTEMP= ’femtemp97’
CZPARAMS= ’2 4096 1 5 20 125 250 0.05’
XCTEMP1 = ’femtemp97 14395.954 7.840 16.4075 0.890 182.443 0.000 0.000 0 3’
XCTEMP2 = ’fabtemp97 14414.752 28.177 9.83179 0.579 400.654 0.000 0.000 1 0’
XCSAO   = ’rvsao.xcsao 2.0b  05-Feb-1998 09:46 CZXC = 14395.95 R = 16.41’

APVEL1  = ’14395.954 16.926 _ 25.298’
APVXC1  = ’14395.954 7.840 16.4075 1 femtemp97 2 4096 1 5 20 125 250 0.05’
XT1_1   = ’femtemp97 14395.954 7.840 16.4075 0.890 182.443 0.000 0.000 0 3’
XT1_2   = ’fabtemp97 14414.752 28.177 9.83179 0.579 400.654 0.000 0.000 1 0’
XCSAO   = ’rvsao.xcsao 2.0b  05-Feb-1998 09:50 CZXC [1]’Fig. A45.| Object spectrum header parametersadded by xcsao: For a single spectrum, as shown ina), separate keywords are used for the results of thecorrelation. CZPARAMS gives the total number oftemplates, the number of points in the Fourier trans-forms, 2 if zero-padded, otherwise 1, and the fourvalues for the cosine-bell �lter used on the Fouriertranforms before they are correlated. For multi-spec spectra, as shown in b) VELOCITY, CZERR,VELQUAL, and BCV are combined on one line, asAPVELn, and the best correlation results (CZXC,CZXCERR, CZXCR), best template spectrum se-quence number and name (BESTTEMP), and CZ-PARAMS are combined as APVXCn. In either casethere is one line of information per template, givingtemplate name, redshift velocity, velocity error, R-value, peak height (0.0 to 1.0), peak width at half-max (km/sec), template velocity and barycentric cor-rection, line-removal ag, and transform �lter ag.29



but options may be set to allow manual improvementof the line identi�cations and resulting redshift. Thegraphic cursor may be used to change �t and displayparameters. Figure A46 shows the full parameter listfor emsao.For each object spectrum �le from the input list ofspectra, and/or each aperture speci�ed in the aper-ture list, the �tting subroutine, EMFIT, is called forthe speci�ed spectrum image band. Spectrum �lesare all read from the speci�ed directory unless a fullpathname is given in the spectrum list. Relative path-names may be used for spectra. If a directory is notset, the spectra are expected to reside in the currentworking directory.After the spectrum is loaded, it is renormalized, ifthe renormalize ag is yes. This should usually bedone if the spectrum is in ux units. If the �xbad agis yes, regions speci�ed in the �le named by badlinesare replaced by straight lines. The spectrum is thensmoothed nsmooth times. If obj plot is yes, the spec-trum is plotted and the plot, as shown in �gure A47 iskept on the screen available for zooming and editinguntil a "q" is typed.To use a sky spectrum to compute noise statisticsand to improve the error computations, an apertureor band must be speci�ed. If skynum is not zero, asky spectrum is read from that multispec aperturein the same �le as specnum. If skyband is not zero,a sky spectrum is read from that multispec band inthe same �le. The sky spectrum, used to get thenoise for error computations, is plotted if obj plot isyes. Previous results which have been saved in thespectrum image header may be used by setting line�tto no; in that case, all of the �tting below is skippedand the results are displayed.The continuum, computed by the IRAF curve �t-ting subroutine which is driven by the parameters setin the contpars pset task, is subtracted from thespectrum. If contsub plot is yes, the spectrum is plot-ted with the continuum removed as in �gure A48.The source of the initial redshift is speci�ed byvel init. If it is \guess", the starting redshift is readfrom the parameter czguess. If it is \search", oneline in the spectrum is identi�ed by the program us-ing the table speci�ed by the emsearch parameter, asshown in Figure A49. This table lists line centers inAngstroms and the wavelength range over which eachone should be the strongest line. It can be modi�edby the user to match the data. The brightest line in

spectra =             qso_a.ms  List of input spectra
(specnum=                    1) Spectrum aperture range if multispec or 2-D file
(specban=                    0) Spectrum band if multispec
(skynum =                    0) Sky aperture range if multispec or 2-D file
(skyband=                    0) Sky band if multispec file
(specdir=                     ) Directory for input spectra
(linefit=                  yes) Find and fit emission lines (yes or no)
(fixbad =                   no) Eliminate portions of spectrum with bad lines (yes or no)
(badline=         badlines.dat) Lines to eliminate from spectrum
(renorma=                   no) Renormalize spectrum before fitting (yes or no)
(st_lamb=                INDEF) Starting wave length of spectrum
(end_lam=                INDEF) Ending wave length of spectrum
(nsmooth=                    0) Number of times to smooth spectrum for search and plot
(vel_ini=                guess) Initial velocity (search guess corr em file)
(czguess=              498000.) Initial guess for Cz or z
(cortemp=            femtemp97) Specific cross-correlation template for initial velocity
(wspan  =                  15.) Wavelength to search around redshifted line center in angstroms
(linesig=                  1.5) Number of standard deviations above continuum to be line
(emsearc=         emsearch.dat) List of strongest emission lines for search
(emlines=          ./emqso.dat) Emission line list
(linedir=           rvsao$lib/) Directory for line lists
(npfit  =                    2) Number of pixels to fit line peak
(nlcont =                    1) Number of coeefficients in line continuum fit
(esmooth=                    0) Number of times to smooth spectrum for emission line fit
(emcombi=        emcombnoh.dat) Combination fit emission line list
(mincont=                   0.) If continuum is greater than this compute equivalent width
(lwmin  =                  0.4) Minimum fraction of mean line width for individual line
(lwmax  =                  1.7) Maximum fraction of mean line width for individual line
(lsmin  =                   2.) Minimum equivalent width in sigma for individual line
(sigline=                   0.) Velocity error if single line found (0 for gaussian fit error)
(disperr=                 0.02) RMS dispersion error in angstroms
(vel_cor=                 none) Spectrum velocity correction
(report_=                    1) Report mode (1=normal 2=one-line)
(archive=                   no) Save results in binary archive record (yes or no)
(save_ve=                   no) Save results in IRAF data file header (yes or no)
(verbose=                  yes) Displays results on terminal
(logfile=     STDOUT,emsao.log) List of log files
(device =             stdgraph) Display output device
(hardcop=                   no) Automatic hardcopy of results (yes or no)
(displot=                  yes) Plot results on terminal (yes or no)
(plotter=              stdplot) Hardcopy output device
(dispmod=                    2) Graphical display mode (2=with line list 3=full screen)
(vel_plo=             emission) Velocity to plot
(curmode=                  yes) Wait for cursor commands after plotting (yes or no)
(dispem =                  yes) Label emission lines on spectrum plot (yes or no)
(dispabs=                  yes) Label absorption lines on spectrum plot (yes or no)
(ablines=          ablines.dat) Absorption line list
(obj_plo=                   no) Plot the object spectrum
(contsub=                  yes) Plot the continuum-subtracted data
(debug  =                   no) Displays lots of (i.e. too many) intermediate results
(cursor =                     ) Graphics cursor inputFig. A46.| Parameters for emsao.

Fig. A47.| emsao spectrum display if obj plot isyes.
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each region is assumed to be the one in the table, andits observed wavelength is saved. The redshift of thebrightest of those lines is returned as an initial valueto be re�ned by looking at more lines.If vel init is \combination", the initial redshift ve-locity is read from the spectrum header parameterVELOCITY; if \correlation", it is read from the spec-trum header parameter CZXC; and if \emission",from CZEM.Search regions are read for each line in the �le spec-i�ed by the emlines parameter. Figure A50 shows thecontents of such a �le. Each region is then shifted bythe guessed redshift and expanded in each directionby wspan Angstroms. All emission lines within eachspeci�ed wavelength region are found. A spectrumpixel is assumed to be a line center if the pixel valueis the max of the np�t neighbors on either side, andgreater than linesig times the square root of the aver-age counts in those pixels. A second order �t is thenmade to the (2*np�t)+1 points centered on the peakto re�ne the center and peak height. The brightestline in each region is kept unless it has already beenidenti�ed. Order matters{the brightest line in a re-gion should be listed �rst, so that if it is the only onepresent in overlapping regions, it is correctly named.Before line pro�les are �t, a copy of the spectrum issmoothed esmooth times using the same smoothing al-gorithm as is used before the line search is conducted.The parameter esmooth should be left at zero unlessthe data are especially noisy. It is best never to goabove 2. Because local continuum values are impor-tant to the line �t, the continuum is removed fromthis copy of the spectrum using the same parametersas were used before conducting the line search. Ifcontsub plot is yes, the spectrum with the continuumremoved is plotted as shown in �gure A51.Each identi�ed line is checked to see if it is partof one of the groups of close emission lines listed inthe �le speci�ed by emcombine, such as that shown in�gure A52. If it is, all lines in the combination will besimultaneously �t. Those members of a line combi-nation which are not found are initialized at the red-shift of the most recently found line of the group. Themissing line heights are assumed proportional to thatline according to the relative heights in the emcom-bine �le. The lines are �t by one to three Gaussians,along with an optional local continuum level using0{3 additional coe�cients as set by nlcont. Redshift(computed from the wavelength of the center pixel co-ordinate), width, height, and errors are returned for

Fig. A48.| The smoothed spectrum with the contin-uum subtracted is displayed by emsao if contsub plotis yes.
3727.30 3700.0 4000.0 OII  # -2,100 to +22,000 km/sec
4861.33 4840.0 4990.0 Hb   # -1,300 to  +7,900 km/sec
5006.84 4990.0 5400.0 OII  # -1,000 to +23,500 km/sec
6562.82 6500.0 7700.0 Ha   # -2,800 to +33,675 km/secFig. A49.| Emission lines for emsao's initial red-shift guess from the �le emsearch.dat. The �rst col-umn is the line wavelength in Angstroms. The secondand third columns are the minimum and maximumobserved wavelengths to which it could be shifted.The fourth column is the name of the line. The com-ment �eld gives the redshift range over which theemission line will be in the given wavelength range.
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2798.00  2800.0 3000.0 15.0 MgII
3727.30  3750.0 3825.0 15.0 OII
4861.33  5050.0 5120.0 15.0 Hb
5006.84  5050.0 5120.0 15.0 OIII
4958.91  5050.0 5120.0 15.0 OIII
6300.23  6400.0 6470.0 15.0 OI
6562.82  6400.0 6470.0 15.0 Ha
6583.57  6400.0 6470.0 15.0 N2
6548.06  6400.0 6470.0 15.0 N1
6716.440 6400.0 6470.0 15.0 S1
6730.815 6400.0 6470.0 15.0 S2Fig. A50.| Emission lines for emsao to look for ingalaxy spectra from the �le emlines.dat. If Z=0, OI at6300 angstroms is from the earth's atmosphere. The�rst column is the line wavelength in Angstroms. Thesecond and third columns are the minimum and max-imum rest wavelengths from which to take continuumvalues while looking for the line. The fourth columnis the wavelength to �t on either side of the peak (forsingle line �ts), and the last column is the name ofthe line.

Fig. A51.| Unsmoothed spectrum with continuumremoved, displayed by emsao if it contsub plot is yes.

each line.Each emission line is checked to see whether: 1)it has a �t center greater than zero, 2) it is widerthan lwmin times the mean width of all of the iden-ti�ed lines which are found and 3) narrower than lw-max times that mean width, 4) it has an equivalentwidth more than lsmin times the error in the equiv-alent width, 5) it is too close to the blue edge of thespectrum, 6) it is too close to the red edge of the spec-trum, or 7) the error in the center of the Gaussian iszero. If dispmode is 1 or report mode is 1, wavelengthsand redshifts are printed for each line, with an X fol-lowed by the code for the test which failed at the endof entries which were omitted from the �t. If a linehas been successfully �t, the rejection can be overrid-den interactively (if curmode is yes) using the + and -commands in cursor mode from the �nal display. If aline has been added or subtracted in cursor mode, a +or - at the end of the entry indicates that fact. A meanvelocity is computed, weighted by the square of theerror in the line centers and returned. If only a singleline is found, the error is set to sigline, which shouldbe set to the uncertainty in the dispersion function inAngstroms. This is usually signi�cantly greater thatthe error in the �t to the center of the Gaussian.After all of the lines have been �t and a combinedvelocity has been computed, a zero-point redshift iscomputed by adding the solar system barycentric ve-locity correction, from a source speci�ed by svel corr.The results are displayed as text to the devicesspeci�ed by log�les in the format speci�ed by re-port mode. Options include 1) one line per foundemission line under a self-documenting summary, 2) asingle line report listing the names of the lines whichare found, and 3) a single line report listing a veloc-ity for each searched-for line. Figure A53 shows themode 1 report for the spectrum we are following.
2 68 4958.91  1.0 5006.84   1.0    0.00 0.0     # OI
3 78 6548.06  0.1 6562.82   1.0 6583.57 0.5     # N-Ha-N
2 68 6716.440 1.0 6730.815 -1.0    0.00 0.0     # S-SFig. A52.| Emission line combinations for emsaoto use with galaxy spectra from the �le emcomb.dat.The �rst column is the number of lines to be �t to-gether. The second column is the additional wave-length range to �t blueward of the bluest peak andredward of the reddest peak. Then there are centerwavelength and relative height pairs for each of thetwo or three lines to be �t together.32



If displot is yes, the spectrum is plotted to device inthe format speci�ed by dispmode. Figure A54 showsthe mode 1 report; �gure A55 shows the mode 2 re-port. If hardcopy is yes, the same graph is automati-cally sent to a printer as well.If nsmooth is greater than zero, the displayed spec-trum is smoothed by a 1-2-1 sliding �lter that manytimes. Absorption lines listed in the �le ablines arelabeled if dispabs is yes, and emission lines listed inthe �le emlines are labeled if dispem is yes. Both �lesare found in the directory linedir.If curmode is yes, the user can interact with the dis-play using the terminal cursor to zoom in on portionsof the spectrum, identify lines and re�t the emissionlines, change the display format, edit the spectrum,or several other functions.If save vel is yes, emission line redshift results arewritten into the spectrum image header in a form ap-propriate to the spectrum format: two entries plusone per line if multispec; otherwise one, value perkeyword, as shown in Figure A56.A.3. Creating a Spectrum with linespeclinespec is an IRAF task for making a spectrumfrom a list of emission and/or absorption lines whichis driven by the parameters shown in Figure A57. Itwas written to create templates for use by xcsao. Anexample of such a line list, with center wavelengths,widths, and heights for each line which may appear inthe spectrum, is shown in �gure A58. The same line-de�ning parameters are used as are output of emsao,so low-noise templates can be easily made. The linelist is read from the �le speci�ed by the line�le pa-rameter in the directory designated by the parameter,linedir. If linedir is null, the �le is assumed to be inthe current working directory.A blank (all zero) spectrum, with the object namespecobj and �le name spec�le in the directory specdiris created. It is linear in wavelength, with a resolutionin Angstroms given by pix lambda, and a range fromst lambda to end lambda. Spectral world coordinatesystem information is written to the header, with thestandard FITS parameters CRPIX1, CRVAL1, andCDELT1. If verbose is yes, �les speci�ed by log�lesare opened and a header is written.The center of each line in the table is redshiftedaccording to the parameters zspec and velspec. vel-spec (cz=apparent Doppler shifting velocity) is usedunless zspec (��=�) is not zero, in which case zspec is

r2> emsao 1995.1122.0113.311.062165.ms
IRAF rvsao.emsao 2.0b mink@cfa0  06-Oct-1997 16:47

File: 1995.1122.0113.311.062165.ms[1]
Object: 311.062165  RA: 08:13:29.34 Dec: 29:02:12.0 2000.0
Observed 23-Nov-1995 10:37:37.00 = JD 2450044.9428 BCV:   0.00
Combined vel = 14365.86 +-   19.93 km/sec, z= 0.0479 
Emission vel = 14365.86 +-   13.12 km/sec, z= 0.0479 for 9/10 lines

Line  Rest lam  Obs. lam    Pixel     z         vel    dvel    eqw    wt
 OII   3727.30   3905.71   154.60  0.0479  14350.03   76.84   7.12  0.000  
  Hb   4861.33   5094.26   963.18  0.0479  14364.32    8.95   7.50  0.031  
OIII   4958.91   5196.17  1032.51  0.0478  14343.84   88.51   0.53  0.000  
OIII   5006.84   5247.03  1067.11  0.0480  14381.68   36.56   2.40  0.002  
  OI   6300.23   6602.31     0.00  0.0000      0.00    0.00   0.00  0.000 X1
  N1   6548.06   6861.83  2165.68  0.0479  14365.28    9.32   6.59  0.029  
  Ha   6562.82   6877.34  2176.23  0.0479  14367.50    1.87  33.81  0.709  
  N2   6583.57   6898.86  2190.87  0.0479  14357.17    3.75  17.35  0.177  
  S1   6716.44   7038.27  2285.71  0.0479  14365.01    8.90   6.00  0.031  
r2> Fig. A53.| emsao report for an emission line galaxywhen report mode is 1. For each emission line, thename, rest wavelength, observed wavelength, pixelnumber at the observed wavelength, redshift in frac-tion of the speed of light and km/sec and error inkm/sec, equivalent width, and relative weighting fac-tor are printed. An "X", followed by a rejection code,after the last column indicates that the line was notused.

Fig. A54.| The emsao summary display shows thespectrum and line �t results if dispmode is 1.
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Fig. A55.| The emsao summary display shows onlythe spectrum if dispmode is 2.
CZERR   =     19.9269054499303
VELQUAL = ’_       ’
BCV     =                   0.
CZEM    =     14365.8563351488
CZEMERR =     13.1179861568178
CZEMNL  =                   10
CZEMNLF =                    9
EMLINE1 = ’OII 3727.30 3905.71 136.27 2.5747 14350.03 76.84 7.12 0.000’
EMLINE2 = ’Hb 4861.33 5094.26 742.95 1.9504 14364.32 8.95 7.50 0.031’
EMLINE3 = ’OIII 4958.91 5196.17 65.501 1.7572 14343.84 88.51 0.53 0.000’
EMLINE4 = ’OIII 5006.84 5247.03 191.85 2.6152 14381.68 36.56 2.40 0.002’
EMLINE5 = ’OI 6300.23 6602.31 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000’
EMLINE6 = ’N1 6548.06 6861.83 774.78 2.3900 14365.28 9.32 6.59 0.029’
EMLINE7 = ’Ha 6562.82 6877.34 3955.1 2.3902 14367.50 1.87 33.81 0.709’
EMLINE8 = ’N2 6583.57 6898.86 1956.0 2.4612 14357.17 3.75 17.35 0.177’
EMLINE9 = ’S1 6716.44 7038.27 675.48 2.4088 14365.01 8.90 6.00 0.031’
EMLINE10= ’S2 6730.81 7053.84 535.17 2.3420 14387.80 11.05 4.60 0.020’
EMSAO   = ’rvsao.emsao 2.0b  06-Oct-1997 17:25 CZEM = 14365.86 LINES = 9’

VELOCITY=     14365.8563351488

Fig. A56.| These keywords save the emsao re-sults in the spectrum's FITS header. For each emis-sion line, the name, rest wavelength, observed wave-length, observed height and width, redshift and errorin km/sec, equivalent width, and relative weightingfactor are saved.
linefile=          lineqso.dat  Filename with list of emission or absorption lines
(linedir=                     ) Directory for line list
(linewid=                   2.) HWHM of instrument resolution in Angstroms
(maxwidt=                   no) Use maximum of line or instrument width or convolve (yes or no)
(zspec  =                   0.) Shift line centers to this dlambda/lambda (overrides velspec)
(velspec=              250000.) Shift line centers to this velocity
(continu=                   0.) Continuum level for created spectrum
(specnam=         QSO template) Object name for created spectrum
specfile=              qsotemp  Filename for created spectrum
(specdir=                     ) Directory for created spectrum
(st_lamb=                2000.) Starting wave length to save
(end_lam=               10000.) Ending wave length to save
(pix_lam=                   1.) Wavelength per pixel in Angstroms
(spec_pl=                  yes) True to plot the created spectrum
(spec_in=                  yes) True to interact with the created spectrum
(device =             stdgraph) Display device
(plotter=              stdplot) Hardcopy output device
(verbose=                  yes) Print summary to log file (yes or not)
(logfile=  STDOUT,linespec.log) List of log files
(debug  =                   no) Displays intermediate results
(cursor =                     ) Graphics cursor inputFig. A57.| Parameter list for linespec

2798.00  2.9  20 MgII
3727.30  2.9  60 OII
4861.33  2.5 115 Hb
4958.91  2.6  50 OIII
5006.84  2.7 127 OIII
6300.23  2.4  32 OI
6548.06  2.7  67 N1
6562.82  2.6 700 Ha
6583.57  2.6 194 N2
6716.44  2.7 132 S1
6730.815 2.7 100 S2Fig. A58.| List of emission lines from linespecinput �le. The �rst column is the center wave-length in Angstroms, the second is the half-width inAngstroms, the third is the height in arbitrary unitsto be used in the output spectrum. The last columnidenti�es the line.
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used for the redshift. The linewidth, if it is tabulatedin kilometers per second, is converted to Angstromsat the shifted line center. The line width is alsobroadened appropriately if the line is redshifted. Theredshift velocity is put in the spectrum header us-ing the VELOCITY keyword. If maxwidth is yes, thelinewidth parameter is used as the width of the line ifit is greater than the tabulated width. If maxwidth isno, the width from the table is used, and the linewidthsmoothing is done later. For each line, a Gaussian atthe shifted center wavelength, half-width, and tabu-lated height is added to the spectrum. As each line isadded to the spectrum, the line de�nition is writtento the spectrum's header, producing a table such asthat shown in �gure A59. After all of the lines arecomputed, a continuum level speci�ed by the param-eter continuum is added to the spectrum.The spectrum is plotted to a graphics device, asshown in �gure A60, if spec plot is yes. After thegraph is displayed to the terminal, if spec int is yes,the user must interact with it using single charactercursor commands, such as the \z" for zoom command,the result of which is shown in �gure A61. If the\@" command is given in this mode, the graph isimmediately sent to the device speci�ed by plotter.The \q" command must be typed to leave the graphand proceed.If maxwidth is no, the resolution of the spectro-graph is simulated by convolving the entire spectrumwith a Gaussian of height 1.0 and sigma (half widthat half of maximum) of linewidth. If spec plot is yes,the spectrum is displayed again.The linespec version and the date the program isbeing run are written to the spectrum image header,the spectrum is written, and the �le is closed.
EMLINE1 = ’ MgII 2798.00 2798.00  20.00 2.90 0.00 0.00  145.38 1.000’

EMLINE3 = ’   Hb 4861.33 4861.33 115.00 2.50 0.00 0.00  720.66 1.000’
EMLINE4 = ’ OIII 4958.91 4958.91  50.00 2.60 0.00 0.00  325.86 1.000’
EMLINE5 = ’ OIII 5006.84 5006.84 127.00 2.70 0.00 0.00  859.52 1.000’
EMLINE6 = ’   OI 6300.23 6300.23  32.00 2.40 0.00 0.00  192.51 1.000’
EMLINE7 = ’   N1 6548.06 6548.06  67.00 2.70 0.00 0.00  453.45 1.000’
EMLINE8 = ’   Ha 6562.82 6562.82 700.00 2.60 0.00 0.00 4562.06 1.000’
EMLINE9 = ’   N2 6583.57 6583.57 194.00 2.60 0.00 0.00 1264.34 1.000’
EMLINE10= ’   S1 6717.00 6717.00 132.00 2.70 0.00 0.00  893.36 1.000’
EMLINE11= ’   S2 6731.30 6731.30 100.00 2.70 0.00 0.00  676.79 1.000’

EMLINE2 = ’  OII 3727.30 3727.30  60.00 2.90 0.00 0.00  436.15 1.000’

Fig. A59.| These multiple-valued keywords areadded to the header of the synthesized spectrumto show what lines were added. For each emissionline, the name, center, redshifted center, height, half-width, velocity, and equivalent width.

Fig. A60.| Graph of an emission line spectrum pro-duced by linespec.

Fig. A61.| Graph of hydrogen alpha region of thesame spectrum displayed using the "z" cursor com-mand in linespec.
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A.4. Creating a Composite Spectrum withsumspecsumspec is an IRAF task for making a compos-ite spectrum which is adjusted for velocity. It re-bins input spectra to a common wavelength or log-wavelength range and resolution, with optional con-tinuum removal and normalization. While it was orig-inally intended for making templates to be used by thexcsao cross-correlation task, it has turned out to bevery useful for rebinning individual spectra as well ascombining multiple spectra. The parameter list forsumspec is shown in Figure A62.The spectra to be added are speci�ed by the listof �les in the parameter spectra and/or the list ofspectrum numbers in specnum. Unless a pathname isspeci�ed as part of the �lename in spectra, each spec-trum is expected to be found in the directory specdir.All spectra are taken from the band, specband, in mul-tispec spectra. Files speci�ed by log�les are opened toreceive logging information. If debug is yes, additionalinformation about the input �les and the progress ofthe program is written to STDERR.If either st lambda or end lambda is set to INDEF,all of the spectrum headers are read to �nd the lim-its of the overlap of their wavelength coverage, andthe missing limit(s) of the output spectrum are setaccordingly.Before the �rst spectrum in the list is added, ablank (all zero) spectrum, with the object name com-pobj and �le name comp�le in the directory com-pdir is created. If complog is yes, it is linear in log-wavelength; otherwise, it is linear in wavelength. Ei-ther way, the output spectrum contains npts data
spectra =                cal42  List of input spectra
(specnum=                    0) Spectrum aperture range if multispec or 2-D file
(specban=                    0) Spectrum band if multispec file
(specdir=                     ) Directory for input spectra
compfile=                 test  Filename for output composite spectrum
(compnam=                     ) Object name for output composite spectrum
(compdir=                     ) Directory for output composite spectrum
(save_na=                  yes) Save names of input files in output file header
(normin =                   no) Renormalize spectrum before processing (yes or no)
(fixbad =                   no) Eliminate portions of spectrum with bad lines (yes or no)
(badline=         badlines.dat) Lines to eliminate from spectrum
(linedir=           rvsao$lib/) Directory for line list
(cont_re=                   no) Remove continuum from input spectra (subtract,divide,no)
(reject =                   no) Remove lines from input spectra (yes,no)
(abs_rej=                 100.) Input absorption line rejection in sigma of fit
(em_reje=                   2.) Input emission line rejection in sigma of fit
(cont_pl=                   no) Plots the continuum-subtracted data
(cont_ad=                   0.) Continuum level added to composite spectrum
(st_lamb=                INDEF) Starting wave length to save
(end_lam=                INDEF) Ending wave length to save
(npts   =                    1) Number of pixels for output spectrum
(complog=                   no) Rebin into log wavelength (yes or no)
(interp_=              spline3) Rebin interpolation mode
(normout=                   no) Renormalize spectrum after rebinning (yes or no)
(spec_pl=                   no) True to plot each spectrum
(spec_in=                   no) True to interact with each spectrum graph
(comp_pl=                   no) True to plot the composite spectrum
(comp_in=                   no) True to interact with the composite spectrum
(velcomp=                   0.) Redshift composite velocity in km/sec
(zcomp  =                   0.) Redshift composite velocity in dlambda/lambda (overrides velcomp)
(svel_co=          barycentric) Spectrum velocity correction (none,file,helio,bary,hfile)
(nsmooth=                    0) Smooth displayed spectrum (0=no else number of times)
(device =             stdgraph) Display device
(plotter=              stdplot) Hardcopy output device
(logfile=   STDOUT,sumspec.log) List of log files
(debug  =                   no) Displays intermediate results
(cursor =                     ) Graphics cursor inputFig. A62.| Parameter list for sumspec.

points between st lambda, or its log, and end lambda,or its log. World coordinate system information isthen written to the header.Spectra are read from the input list one at a timeand renormalized if renormalize is set to yes. Thisshould be done if the spectra are uxed or wheneverpixel values are much bigger or smaller than theirvariation. If spec plot is yes, each spectrum is plot-ted to the device speci�ed by the parameter device,as in �gure A63. If spec int is yes, the user can in-teract with that graph using single character cursorcommands and must type a \q" to proceed with thetask. If the \@" command is given in this mode, thegraph is sent to the device speci�ed by plotter.Each spectrum is rebinned using an interpola-tion mode speci�ed by interp mode into a npts-pixelwavelength-linear spectrum covering the range com-puted above. If complog is yes, the rebinned spectrumis linear in log-wavelength; if complog is no, the re-binned spectrum is linear in wavelength. If specplotis yes, the rebinned spectrum also is plotted.If s contin is set to subtract or divide instead of no,the IRAF curve �tting subroutines, are used to �t acontinuum to each input spectrum. The CONTSUMtask, described in the following section, sets all of theappropriate parameters.As it is rebinned, each input spectrum is redshiftedaccording to the parameters ztemp (z = ��=�), if it isnot zero, or veltemp (cz = apparent Doppler shiftingvelocity). A velocity correction to the solar systembarycenter is removed according to the svel corr pa-rameter. Set it to none if the input spectra have notbeen shifted. If \�le", BCV is used if present in the�le header, or else HCV. If \h�le", the header pa-rameter HCV is always used. If neither is found, nocorrection is made. If \heliocentric" or \barycentric"corrections are chosen, position and time parametersare read from the spectrum data �le header, and thecorrection is computed as described in section A.6 be-low.Emission and/or absorption lines may be removedfrom each input spectrum if reject is yes. If thespectrum header parameter SUBCONT is present, itsvalue overrides that of reject. The parameters absrejand emrej set the lower and upper acceptable limitsfor input spectrum pixels in standard deviations ofthe continuum �t to the spectrum.Graphs of the continuum-removed, apodized dataare displayed, as in �gure A64 if the cont plot param-36



eter is yes.The composite spectrum is plotted to the devicespeci�ed by the parameter device, as in �gure A65,if comp plot is yes. If comp int is yes, the display isheld to allow the user to interact with it using singlecharacter cursor commands. If the \@" command isgiven in this mode, the graph is sent to the devicespeci�ed by plotter. A \q" command allows the taskto proceed.After each spectrum is added, the sumspec ver-sion and the current date are written to the outputspectrum image header and that spectrum image �leis written. After the last spectrum is added the �leis closed. Figure A66 shows the parameters addedto the spectrum header. EXPTIME is the total ex-posure time from all of the input images. A one-dimensional image is produced, so DISPAXIS is al-ways 1. DC-FLAG is 1 if the output spectrum islog-wavelength, in which case the log-wavelength ofthe �rst pixel is given in both CRVAL1 and W0,and the log-wavelength per pixel is given in CDELT1and WPC. The VELOCITY is set by the velcomp orzcomp parameter. If no velocity is speci�ed, it is leftat 0. If savenames is yes, the instrument, �lename,input redshift velocity and barycentric velocity cor-rection are written to the header.A.5. Removing a Spectrum's Continuum us-ing contpars or CONTSUMcontpars and CONTSUM are IRAF parameter�les which are used by a single subroutine to �t andremove a continuum from object or template spectra.The subroutine uses the IRAF interactive curve �t-ting subroutine package and is based on the techniqueused in the IRAF RV package (Fitzpatrick 1993).The parameters which are set are shown in �gureA67. The same subroutine is called prior to cross-correlation by xcsao, an emission line search by em-sao, and before or after summation of spectra bysumspec. If the SUBCONT header keyword in atemplate spectrum is set to F, no continuum is �t orremoved from that template spectrum. If the keywordis T or not present, the continuum is �t and removed.For a spectrum, such as that in �gure A68, thecontinuum is �t using the IRAF curve �tting sub-routine. It may be used interactively by setting thec interactive parameter to yes. In that case, a graphof the �t and the spectrum is displayed as shown in�gures A69 and A70. The result may be examined or

Fig. A63.| Input spectra for sumspec.

Fig. A64.| Rebinned sumspec input spectra withthe continuum removed.37



Fig. A65.| Output composite of two input spectraplotted by sumspec.
EXPTIME =                1620.
DISPAXIS=                    1
DC-FLAG =                    1
CRPIX1  =                   1.
CRVAL1  =     3.55497165126008
CDELT1  =  1.47901535349635E-4
W0      =     3.55497165126008
WPC     =  1.47901535349635E-4
NP1     =                    1
NP2     =                 2048
VELOCITY=                   0.
HISTORY   RVSAO.SUMSPEC 2.0 run  05-May-1997 15:14
HISTORY   Add FAST 1995.0402.0118.13265p0012.ms at CZ 6446.84 - 4.07
HISTORY   Add FAST 1995.1122.0113.311.062165.ms at CZ 14385.28 - 25.30
HISTORY   Add FAST 1996.0123.0052.465.011857.ms at CZ 11585.76 - -28.74Fig. A66.| These parameters are set in the outputspectrum produced by sumspec.
(c_inter=                  yes) Fit continuum interactively?
(c_sampl=                    *) Sample of points to use in fit
(c_funct=              spline3) Fitting function
                                      (spline3|legendre|chebyshev|spline1)
(naverag=                    1) Number of points in sample averaging
(order  =                   10) Order of fitting function
(s_low_r=                   2.) Spectrum continuum low rejection in sigma of fit
(s_high_=                   2.) Spectrum continuum high rejection in sigma of fit
(t_low_r=                   2.) Template continuum low rejection in sigma of fit
(t_high_=                   2.) Template continuum high rejection in sigma of fit
(niterat=                   10) Number of rejection iterations
(grow   =                   1.) Rejection growing radius
(flpar  =                   no) flush pfile on assign?
(mode   =                   ql)
($nargs =                    0)Fig. A67.| contpars parameters as shown by IRAFeparam task.

re�t after individual pixels are removed. A "q" com-mand is needed to exit from the interactive graph.The c function parameter speci�es the function tobe used to �t the continuum. If the continuum isirregular, it is best to use the spline3, but spline1,Legendre, or Chebyshev polynomials may be used aswell. The parameter order sets the order of the �t.The portion of the the spectrum to be �t is speci�ed,in image section format, by the parameter sample,Before the �t, the spectrum is averaged in groups ofnaverage pixels.Pixels with values outside of the limits s low rejectand s high reject, for spectra, and t low reject andt high reject, for templates are rejected. Separate lim-its are used because composite template spectra willhave much higher signal-to-noise levels than objectspectra and limits may need to be set di�erently to�t a good continuum. These limits are speci�ed instandard deviations of the �t. To make sure that thewings of lines are thoroughly eliminated, this rejec-tion process is repeated niterate times. Each time,a number of pixels, speci�ed by the grow parameter,are rejected on each side of the rejected pixel.Normally, the continuum which is �t is subtractedfrom the spectrum, preserving the signal-to-noise of aspectrum when it is dominated by photon noise. Toremove the continuum of both template and objectspectra by division, the template spectrum headerkeyword DIVCONT is set to T. In that case, noisein portions of the spectrum with low signal-to-noiselevels will be ampli�ed. If emsao.contsub plot, xc-sao.contsub plot, or sumspec.cont plot is yes, the spec-trum is plotted with the continuum removed, asshown in �gure A71.A.6. Correcting Radial Velocities to the So-lar System BarycenterTo compare redshift velocities observed when theearth is at di�erent positions in its orbit, the velocityof the sun relative to the earth is added to the red-shift velocity. This heliocentric velocity correction ismore accurately done to the true stationary point ofthe solar system barycenter, its center of mass. Thisbarycentric velocity correction is shown in �gure A72.A second, smaller correction is added for the motionof the observer relative to the center of the earth asit rotates. This vector velocity is projected in the di-rection of the observed object, and that component issaved.38



Fig. A68.| Input spectrum before the continuum isremoved according to contpars.

Fig. A69.| On this display shown during interactivecontinuum �tting, spectrum pixels rejected from the�t are marked with diamonds.

Fig. A70.| Here is a closeup of the region aroundH�, showing the continuum which has been �t andgiving a better view of the rejected pixels.

Fig. A71.| Figure A68 spectrum with its continuumremoved.
39
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Fig. A72.| The correction of a radial velocity ob-served from the earth to that which would be observedfrom the center of mass of the solar system is shownat two di�erent times in the earth's orbit.The xcsao, emsao, and sumspec tasks of theRVSAO package compute this correction using sub-routines which read the time of observation, objectposition, and observatory position from the spectrumimage header. Several common alternative keywordsare built into those subroutines. RA, DEC, andEPOCH give the right ascension, declination, andequinox of the observed object. SITELONG, SITE-LAT, and SITEELEV for longitude, latitude, and al-titude, respectively give the observer's location on theearth. OBS-DATE yields the observation date andUTMID, the midtime of the observation. If UTMIDis not found in the header, UT, assumed to be theend time of the observation, or UTOPEN, the starttime of the observation are used in combination withEXPOSURE or EXPTIME, which give the durationof the observation in seconds to compute a midtime.The requested heliocentric or barycentric correctionis then calculated at that midtime.Since there is really no standard for the meaning ofthese keywords, a separate task, bcvcorr, has beenadded to RVSAO to allow several alternate ways ofspecifying these three major pieces of information.bcvcorr can write its result to the header of the im-age which it is processing; the other RVSAO taskswill use this value when their svel corr parameter is

set to \�le". First, the sky direction of the object isset. The right ascension, declination, and equinox ofthe object's sky position are read from the keywordsspeci�ed by the keyra, keydec, and keyeqnx parame-ters. If those are not all found, the position is readdirectly from the parameters ra, dec, and equinox.The time for the velocity correction is read froma Julian date keyword speci�ed by keyjd. If noneis found, the date is taken from the header keywordspeci�ed by keydate. The UT midtime is taken fromthe keyword in keymid. If that is not found, the obser-vation midtime is computed by �nding the exposureduration from the keyexp keyword value and addinghalf of it to the start time from the keystart keywordvalue or subtracting half of it from the end time inthe keyend keyword value. If no time can be foundin the header, the Julian date is read directly fromthe gjd parameter, if it is greater than zero, or themidtime is taken from the year, month, day, and utparameters.The heliocentric Julian Date (HJD) is the time atwhich the light from the object for this observationreachs the sun. It is needed if multiple radial velocityobservations of an object are to be compared accu-rately. The HJD is not used in computation of thevelocity correction, which is dependent on the timeof the observation at the earth. It may be read fromthe header keyword keyhjd or set by the parameterhjd (only if > 0). If none is set, the HJD is computedfrom the observation time.If the obsname parameter is \�le", the observatoryname and position is read from the image header us-ing the keywords in keyobs, for the name, keylat, forthe latitude, keylong, for the longitude, and keyalt, forthe altitude. Otherwise, the value of obsname is usedto get a position from IRAF's observatory database.If the string is not found there, the longitude, latitude,and altitude are given by the parameters obslong, ob-slat, and obsalt.If verbose is yes, the information in Figure A73 isprinted to standard output. If savebcv is yes, sev-eral spectrum image header keywords are set. BCVis the barycentric velocity correction in km/sec. Themidtime of the observation is stored three ways: UT-MID, the Universal Time, GJDN, the geocentric Ju-lian Date, and HJDN, the heliocentric Julian Date.These times are displayed by xcsao and emsao asthe time of observation.40



spectra =                    q  List of input spectra
(specnum=                    0) Spectrum aperture range if multispec or 2-D file
(specdir=                     ) Directory for input spectra
(keyra  =                   RA) Right ascension header keyword
(keydec =                  DEC) Declination header keyword
(keyeqnx=                EPOCH) Coordinate equinox header keyword
(ra     =                INDEF) Right ascension of observation
(dec    =                INDEF) Declination of observation
(equinox=               1950.0) Coordinate equinox header keyword
(keyhjd =                 HJDN) Header keyword for heliocentric Julian date at obs. midtime
(keyjd  =                   JD) Header keyword for Julian date at middle of observation
(keydate=             DATE-OBS) Header keyword for date of observation (dd/mm/yyyy)
(keystar=               UTOPEN) Header keyword for UT at start of observation
(keymid =                UTMID) Header keyword for UT in middle of observation
(keyend =                   UT) Header keyword for UT at end of observation
(keyexp =             EXPOSURE) Header keyword for duration of observation in seconds
(hjd    =                   0.) Heliocentric Julian Date of observation
(gjd    =                   0.) Julian Date of observation
(year   =                INDEF) UT year of observation
(month  =                INDEF) UT month of observation
(day    =                INDEF) UT day of month of observation
(ut     =                INDEF) Universal Time of observation
(obsname=                 file) Observatory name--file to read from image header
(keyobs =             SITENAME) Observatory name header keyword
(keylat =              SITELAT) Observatory latitude header keyword
(keylong=             SITELONG) Observatory longitude header keyword
(keyalt =              SITEALT) Observatory altitude header keyword
(obslong=                INDEF) Observatory longitude 
(obslat =                INDEF) Observatory latitude
(obsalt =                INDEF) Observatory altitude in meters
(savebcv=                   no) Save result in IRAF data file header (yes or no)
(verbose=                  yes) Displays heliocentric and barycentric corrections
(debug  =                   no) Displays intermediate results

    

Fig. A73.| bcvcorr parameters as shown by IRAFeparam task.
RA: 8:13:29.3, Dec: 29:02:12.0  2000.0
Using default observatory database: noao$lib/obsdb.dat
Using observatory parameters for database entry: flwo
flwo lat 31:40:51.4 , long 110:52:39.0, alt 2320.0
Julian date is 2450044.94279 at 11/23/1995 10:37:37.0 UT
Object at ra 8:13:29.340 dec 29:02:12.00 eq 2000
Heliocentric Julian date: 2450044.94573
gbcvel = 25.2207  ghcvel = 25.2165  geovel = 0.0770
bcv = 25.2977  hcv = 25.2936 computed
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